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FOREWORD

In the ''good old days" instruction in health, physical educa-
tion, and recreation was amply not conceived to he the task
of our public schools. Each child hid his choree to perform,
chords involving strenuous physical activity. Recreation was

largely a family affair and a child learned all he needed to
know about health from the family's "doctor book".

The growing complexity of modern eociety has brought these
areas of instruction under the purview of the school. As a

result, where adequate programs of instruction are in being,
the children of the community are vastly better informed about
their own physical being and how i4 care for it They develop

a Cinch broader interest in recreational activities and develop

more skills to a higher degree of perfection.

This makes for a better person and a batter citizen which is
atter all, the primary ol*ctive of any public school.

; - , :
Our curriculum guide gives concrete evidence of the high
quality program avatlableto the'Children of Volusia County.
When these guiding principles are put into practice by skilled
and knowledgeable teachers, an outstanding program of instruct-

1.01'1'1111 be the inevitable result.
,

John H. Smiley
County Superintendent



PREFACE

Not only dues' our guide. give concrete evidence_ of the high
quality program available to the children and youth of Volusia
Ccimty; it furnishes a est of working papers complete with
perspective, purposes, aims and elaborate attention to describ-

. ing a great variety of activities.

This excellent guide encourages physical education teachers to
seise each opportunity to weld the schools contribution to a
physicsl'development'with other ochool efforts to secure the
mental health and personal well being of every pupil. No area
of the schools respmeibil'ity provides a greater.. range of
activities which can support pupil choices and self direction.

We recognise and appreciate the extensive effort required of our
tsar-hers in prOd=t,ifsa,Of- this guide- and =mend it to all of our
physical education teachers for its effective use.

Julian E. Markham
, Director of Ethroation
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I. PHILOSOPHY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION-FITNESS

A. Purposes and Aims

1. Build dynamic fitness for today and tomorrow through activities
selected to increase strength, vigor, and functional organic
capacity.

2. Develop physical ability and body coordination by providing a
varied program of activities that demand the use of many
different skills.

3. Develop among boys and girls of today, meaningful and vitalized,
recreational habits and interests that will carry over in parti-
cipation of post school physical activities.

4. Educate for behavior upon the principled of good sportsmanship,
thus building toward good character and better citizenship.

B. Place in the Curriculum

I. Physlcal Education in the Elementary Schools is an integral
part of the total school program. It is designed to Live the

child the opportunity through movement to learn about the
wonders of his body, the "world about him" as he participates
in a variety of movement activities, the stimulation of creat-
iveness, of making choices and decisions, of solving problems,
and of exploration.

2. Physical Education though proper motivation and a provision
of meaningful experiences helps to promote healthful growth
and development of the "Whole child", physically, mentally,
and socially.

C. Basic or Guiding Principles Foi in Effective Program

In planning an effective physical education program for the
elementary school, the following guiding principlea should
be considered.

1. Physical education is education taking place through
interrelated purposeful actions.

2. Physical education includes a sufficient amount of big
muscle activity to acquire correct organic develoient.

3. Physical education undertakes the introduction of basic
skills for highly canieed sports through the use of
lead-up gems and modified rules.

4. Physical education is the development of recreational
habits and interests that carry over into post school
hours through a varied program of activities.
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5. Physical education should present activities in such a
manner that they will be educational and enjoyab3A.

6. Physical education should be included daily in the school
program ae it is an excellent tool in seeking release from
everyday tensions, problems, and fatigue.

7. Physical education contributes to mental d..elopment by
giving careful consideration to activities that aid in
the ability to reason, to exercise judgement, and to
solve problems.

8. , Physical education should be planned and presented in a

manner that aids in the development of character and
the social graces.

9. Physical education should provide an instructor AS the

model of inspiration throngh her or his active participa-
tion in all activities.

10. Physical education should be planned to meet the needs
of each individoal child and the competition offered
should be within the framework of the child's world.

(,!tc: z!!):

SF k

,



II. SUGGESTED PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES

3

A. Scope and Sequence of Activities
(Specific Activities For Each Age Group)

1. Kindagarten

This Section, concerning the kindergarten child, has been
-included in the physical education guide to permit kinder-
garton 'eachers, primary teachers, physical education teachers,
and other educational personnel to became aware of the exper-
iences and growth patterns of children and the continuity of
their learning activities in early childhood. The growth and
developmental characteristics of children in this period shows
the need for many learning experiences in a variety of physical
-education activities and skills.

a. Active games to give the child proper development in
large muscle activities.

(1) Come Along Wee page 24)
(2) Charley Over The Water
(3) Hit the Box (See page 24)

. Dramatised rhythms to develop the sense of
rhythms And interpretations.

(1 Hi'kory, Dickory, Dock '

F2}

Marjorie Dew -' ,

3 Jack in the Box

Singing gamete to develop a sense of responding to music

(1) Mulberry Bush
2) Bluebird

(3) 10Soby Loo

Fundamental rhythms to develop locomotive movement

1) Walk

3) Skip

4) Hop , 1. ::'

2) rum

)

7:. O. Self - testing and-stunts to develop strength,
agility, vigor and body control

o.

Duck Walk
2 The Ostrich
3 Ponaird Boll

f. Classroom games to improve finger dexterity
and am and leg coordination.

Taft Little ?lingers

2 Choo Choo Train
3 gook-a-bye-Baby

10



2. Grade J.

The areas of growth that are promoted by the physical
education classes in the elementary scLool include co-
ordination and power, socialization, conduct, and creative-
ness. The activities used as a means to promote this growth
fall into four major fields: games, self-testing activities,
rhythmic activities, and special conditioning activities.

Glmes and Contests

(1) Cooriion Power. -In grade one emphasis is
on developing ability to manage objects in games.
Types ofactivities include games of low organiza-
tion such as chasing and dodging games.

(a) Stoop Tag ; (See Page 27)
(b) Old Mother Witch(See page 25)
(c) Sam Snitch (See page 26)
(d) Call Ball , (See page 24)
(e) Teacher Ball (See page 27)
(f) :Target Toss (See page 27)

(2) Socialization and Conduct. Games and contests provide
opportunities for learning in the areas of socializa-
tion and conduct. The emphasis is in learning to
follow rules, Share turns, and have fun in games. It
is at this grade level that children begin learning
to care for game equipment.

--(a) Mother.Goose Party
(b) HalloWeen Party
(c) Valentine Party

(3) Creativenuk. Games and contestaprovide opportunities
in developing dramatic play and originality in imitative
games thereby rromating growth in the area of creative-
ness. The activities would include dramatization of
atories in movement, nursei,77hymss, and follow-the-
leader type games.

, .

(a) Did You Ever See A Lassie? See page 74)
(b) Simon Says See page 31)

...1 (0 J See page 32)Find.the-Leeder. ;-,

(4) D9eired Phisical Outcomes.

n
cMuscular development :.

b Endurance and agility, ,. ,

Important basic skills
1,. d .1:Cerdio-reepiratory development

O .Enjoyment.:,,,, 4 ,f f,:-, 0,,,.

f Sportsmanship
g) Lbility..to follow directions
h) Proper use of.equipment , 1:

11V:
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b. Self-Tveting Activities

(1) Coordination 'Self-testing activities
provide excellent opportunity in promoting growth
in the areas of coordination and power. There
should be a strong emphasis in developing balance,
ability in stunts, ability in handling objects)
and ability in hanging, climbing, and jumping.
Types of activities requiring equipment should
include activities using mats, balance beam, stall
bars, rings, jungle gym, climbing ropes, box, spring
board, and jump ropes. Suggestions for activities
bath with and without equipment include:

(a) Animal walks . (See page 61)
(1) Crab walk .

(2) Rabbit walk
(3) Chicken walk

On mat: two consecutive forward and backward rolls.
On line or balance beam: walk forward and backward,
and walk with object on head.
Bouncing a ball and rolling balls at a target.
Fran rings: vinging and sitting in rings.
Fran stall bars: hanging and side swinging.
From jungle gym: climbing.
From ropes: hanging and swinging.
Fran box: Two-foot take off; and stand and
jump off. .

(2) Soolfisation and Conduct. :Stunts provide opportunities
for growth in'the ability to watt for one's turn, in
developing thoughtfulness for others, in learning to
accept responsibility for the care of equipment, and in
acquiring social concepts through imitative stunts.

(3) Creativeness. Self-testing activities should provide
opportunities to be creative.' Children should have
the opportunity to make up simple stunts. Such creative
activities might include:

(a) Ball bouncing
(b) Rope j=ping
(o) Apparatus stunts

s' %; (4) resired Fhrsicaloutaaael.

Relaxation
fj:.'; Strength

b3 Endurance
Skills
Good posture
Flexibility .

Enjoyment
Self-confidence L.

12
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c. Rhythmic Activities -:

(1) CpordinationABLEogr, In order to promote co-
ordination, experiences are provided in fundamental
movements and in design using accent and tempo.
The following types of activities are suggested.

(a) Fundamental locomotOr movements: walk, run,
skip, gallop, hop, and jump.

(b) Axial movements: bend and stretch, sway and
swing, whirl and twist, rise and fall.

(2) ,tàlizatio Rhythmic activities should
proAde opportunities for children to learn to dance
with others provz.ding growth in the area of socializa-
tion. The following activities are suggested:

(a) How Do You Do, My Partner? (See page 72)
(b) Chimes of Dunkirk (See page 75)
(c) Shoemaker's Dance : (See page 73)

(3) Creativeness. Rhythmic activities should contribute
to developing creative expression.

(a) Rhythmic activities shoulu include creative
experiences in fundamental movement. The
activities might include all the locanotor

- and axial movements suggested under coordination
and socialisation. L

(b) .Cmslins experiences in ideas and mood should be
included. The activities mdght include: impersona-

:: tions of animals and characters, and impersonations
of the elements of rsture, such as winds rain and sun.

(4) Nsired Physical Outoosag:
'e-

V.'H . (a) Beauty of movement
b) Body control
c) Ability to keep tame with music
d) Good posture
(e) Coordination :: .i.! :; !

,:;;;, - . T ,

d. Ppecial Conditioninr otivittes

(1) Coordination and Power. Special conditioning activities
should be included to give experiences in using large
bodymovemente in telling or illustrating a story. Also
experiences should be provided emphasizing sitting and
standing properly. The following activities are suggested:

::. 'A)

a Soldier Boy
b Horsey, Horsey, .;_;.=.

o Farm Animals 7:7:: i')

(d Tale of Peter Rabbit ( )

(e The Elephant's Child-

! 13' i:
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(2) §2061LatjanastAgadmt. The emph&eie is in develop-
ing an understanding of how other people like to see
us stand and sit. The activities recommended are the
same aol.n coordination and power above.

(3) Crestlapegg. The emphasis should be in providing
exp,riences using large body movements to tell or
ithletrate an original story.

(4) ReakelAyligalSztsgmeg. Acquisition of feeling
of satisfaction from a comfortable, alert and bal-
anced position should be obtained.

1 Grade Il
. .

a. Game a and Contests
. , .

(1) Coordination and. Power. There should be a strong
emphasie in Grade 2 in developing accuracy in hand-
ling objects add in developing the power to stop

: . and start. .Suggested activities are:

7!'

(a) Target Toss 2--: See page 27)

.:(b Beat the Bunny .-- - See page 28)

(4 ''Circle Stride Ball See page 31)

Teacher BiI1-:- . '. ,' See page 27)
e Grey-Owl See page 28)

zr f) lox and Geese . . . See page 30)
. '!. g) Gerdner and Scamp See page 28)

h) Stone .'," T' ! !' ,, Seo page 29)

. (2) Socialisation and Conduct. The major emphasis of
games and contests involve :earning how to avoid
being"ItU All forms of "You Can't Catch Me" games
are used. Suggested activities include:

(a) Cat and Rat See page 31)
(b) Slap Jack i See page 33)

(c) Rill Dill See page 32)
(d) Midnight See page 32)

s:,1, .

Creativepeak. in order to grow in creativeness,
gems should be used Sthj ch develop dramatic play.
Children should be encouraged to make up new games
end create homemade targete, games; equipment and
rules. Suggested activit4es are:

ti Run Rabbits Run ' See page 29)

., ,-,- , I .. ../. , -: : Gardner and scoop see
28)

2 HUntiftill, : .P See page 29)
Marbles
Subtion Darts . ''..

1. , i Bun eNt

f, ;, 1., (4) ,..beeired fivei-eia. Detect:es:,. .
(s) 14uacular diYeloplent
(b) Endurance 1*

- S.- t''' 14

(3)

.;



c) Agility , -, ,

d) Importance of skills
e) Cardiorespiratory development

(f) Good sportsmanship '

(g) Ability to understand and follow directions
(h) Safety .,j

(i) Proper use of equipment

. Self-testing activities
.

(1) Coordinationwalmhu. In grade 2, self-testing
activities are excellent opportunities for further
development in balance; in handling objects; and
ability in hanging, climbing, jumping and stunts.
Suggested units included:

On lines and baance beams, walk forward and
From stall bars,

On mat, two consecutive forward ',g. backward rolls..

d

Without equipment, animal walks. (see page
hanging and side swinging.

backward, and walk with abject on head.

ropes, hanging and syringing..:. ,,

e) From rings, swinging and.sitting in rings.
f) From jungle gyms, climbing.

,, g) From
.

r :.,. 5.,

(2) §2lialication and Conduct. There should be experiences
helping children learn to care for self-testing equip-

,,,, Era and to work together to carry out a group project.

(3) Creativeness. Selfrtepting adtivities provide an
excellent opportunity for growing in creativeness.

,-,, Inventing stunts and similar activities are recommended.

(4.) Desired Th.yeical Outcomes
, ........, : -,71 Hy: !:::. -
(a Relaxation :;-:.1.. ..

(b) Strength -r: I

(c)_Endurance

id)

Skills

c:_irio-i!:-.:) :;1 Good.posture

.;:,i -*....r.,.. ;/.., f Flexibility.

1:,., .,. Ci. Rhythmic Aotiyitiee::,-,,,,-:! -:-.. .

(1)' ifpoordination and Power. Rhythmic activities can

(-:: ,r 004tribute to growth in coordination and power by
1:,,,,, emphaSieing.fundamental movements using accert, tempo,

,. ,.. and phrasing. A few suggested unite are:
,

(a) locomotor--walk, run, skip, gallop, hop, and jump.
(t) Axial--bend and etretch,Array and swing, whirl and

twist, rise and fall.'
(o) Applxing,te;p9 and,accent,to any of the above.
(d) ExPeriblioes in dosign using phasing in ball bouncing.

(e) Folk 4ene,S.V.e4ch as Danish Dance of Greeting.

(See pads ,)1::i,-,, -.-:! ( -.L.

.)..- '`.''..15
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(2) Soecalitation and Conduct. The emphasis is on learning
to dance with others. Traditional group dances could
be used.

. .

(a) Chimes of Dunkirk (See page 73)
(b) A-hunting We Will Go (See page 75)
(o) A-IoilrLio You Do, My Partner (See page 70)

(3) Creativeness. Rhythmic activities are good opport-
unitiee to develop creative expression. In addition
to the activities listed-under coordination and power,
the following are suggested. 2-

(a) Impersonation of characters, animals, toys,
elements of nature

(b) Did You Ever See A Lassie? (See page 74)
(c) Looby (See page 72)
(d) Shoemaker's Daze (See page 71)

;1. 7...

(4) Detired Physical Moores

(a) Beauty of movement
(b) Body control '!
(c) Ability to keep time with the music
(d) Good posture
(e) Coordination -,

. Special Conditioning Activities
. , ; v,. A .A -

(1): DsbnAtieloit and Vii. Special Conditioning activities
should be includec, tA, give experiences in using large
body movements, in teliing or illUstrating a story, and
learning how to grow

-

(a) Activities for 'dramatizing stories in movement:
wind, leaves, rnow, rain, and at tho beach.

(b) Activities for learning how to grow tall: good
posture, balance stunts.

(2) 2291eligation and Conduct:- Activities should include
experience in using large body movements2in telling or
illustrating a' story, and in dramatizing growing themes
in movement.

(3) Creativeness. Activities Should include storise encourag-
ing originality of movement and emphasize experience in
using large body movements to, tell or illustrate a story.

(4) Depired ProotuL_Qmicgmlel A feeling of satisfaction
gaindd:frdea a comfortable, alert and balanced position
ishoitldbi 'obtained.
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4. Grade III

a. Games and Contests

1. Coordination and Power. In Grade 3, a simple progress 35 made
to athletic events. Quick responses, strategy, daring, speed,
and accuracy in throwing and catching are learned. Suggested
activities are:

... ,

a. Sack relay , (See page 38)
b. Duck, Duck, Goose (See page 39)
c. Three Deep (See page 38)
d. Hook-On (See page 37)
e. Bean Bag Target TOS3 page 42)
f. Bowling See page 39)
g. Soccer Dribble Relays See page 38)

2. Socialization and Conduct. Emphasis should be on development
of cooperative play. Introduction should be made of the inport-
ance of respect for the opinion of others in group games. Suggested
units might include partner games and games of other lands.

a. Partner Tag (See page 38)
b. Buddy Spud (See page 35)
c. Japanese Tag (See page 37)
d. Flying Dutchman (See page 36)

3. Creativpnesc. Emphasis should be placed on small group games
and the variations derived from invend.veness. Development of
dramatic play is important for this age group.

a. .Develop new games by varying the rules of previously learned
games such as the ones listed under coordination and power.

b. Charades (See page 36)
c. Bird, Beast or-Fish (See page 34)

PARLDSLALekigSkerail

a. Balance development
b. Huscular. development
c. Endurance and agiliti
d. Cardio-respiratory development
e. Enjoyment
f. Sportsmanship
g. Proper use of equipment
h. Safety,

. Self-Testing Activities
,.;

1. Coordination and Power. Emphasis should be on balance, develop-
ment of a 4lity in stunts, ability to handle objects, eye-hind
coordination, progression in 84mple athletic events.

a. Human Ball
b. Rocking Horse
c. Inch Worm

3.7
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d. Chinese Get Up
e. Wheelbarrow
f. Tandem
g. Obstacle and Challenge Course (See page
h. Sit-ups
i. Push-ups
j. Pull-ups
k. Knee bends
1. Wa7 Back

2. Socialization irid Conduct. Emphasie is on learning how to test
for strength and skill. Stunts listed under coordination could
be used for Stunt Shows.

3. Creativeness. Emphasis is on originality by developing new etunta
through variation of actions used in previously learned stunts.

4. Desired Phvsioal Outcome')

a. Relaxation
b. Strength
c. Endurance 71

d. Developmental skills
e. Good posture
f. Flexibility

c. Rhythmic Activities

1. Coordination 40_,.awr. Emphasis should be on studies in meter,
note values, phrasing-and fundamental movements. tStudies in
phrasing include activities in axial and locomotor movement with
particular use.of-swingerand sways. loconot4r'movement is recommend-

: ed for studies in note value.

a. Locomotor--Walk, run, skip, gallop, hop and jump.
b. Axial--bond and stretch, sway and swing, whirl and

tviet, rise and fall. ,

o. Quarter note--walk.
d. Half-note--step-bend, bend
e. Whole note--step and point three times.

2. allAlization and Conduct. Rhythmic activities are excellent
opportUnities in providing experience in rhythmic patterns of
other Obetiles and in partner dances.' -

....lit .

a. Indian rhythms include the following dance steps: step
drag close, shuffle, backtrot, toe flat, heel toe, stop
hop, hop...,L.s.

b. Indian Braves
o. Indian style
d. Broom dance
e. Jolly is the Miller
f. Bleking

-C. 4.
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3. Czeativeness. Experiences, in phrasing, meter, and note value;
and in ideas and mods should be included. For studies in meter
and note, see coordination and power under rhythmic activities.

a. Did you Ever See a Lassie?
b. Looby Loo
c. Shoemaker's Dance

4. Desired Physical Outcomes

a. Beauty of movement
b.. Body control
c. Ability to keep time to music
d. Good posture and coordination
e. Music appreciation

d. Special Conditioning Activities

1. Coordination and Power. Emphasis is on exercising, running
drilling and simple standards of good posture.

(a) Posture Test
(b) Practice good posture in walking,

standing, sitting and running.

2. Socialisation and Copdpot. Emphasis is on the

ability to recognise good posture in others.
Activities might include:

(a) .-Taking ti rns recognizing good posture
(b) Posture improvement in others

3. Creativeness. ,Emphasis is on large body movements
usire transportation themes and mechanics and industry
themes. Originality should be stressed.

4. )wired Physical 9utcomes. A feeling of satisfaction
gained from a comfortable, alert and balanced position
should be obtained.

5. GRADE ry .

a. Games and Contests 7

!1.1.2"

1. 02idiDItiam and Power. In Grade 4, the skills learned
in the third grade are used foi limited competitive
activities. The emphasis is on developing power and
JOOntrol of force in handling objects. The child begins
to use a sense of strategy in his play.

a Hot Potato
b Balloon Ball
o Beat Bill
d Long Jump Rope
s Long Base
f Newcomb

19
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2. Socialisation and Conduct. Leadership qualities begin to
develop and the student can assume more responsibility.

. Creativeness. The fourth grader becomes interested in why
a game is played as it is. The study and analysie of rules,
techniques, equipment and strategy of a game is helpful.

4. Wired Physical Outcome g.

a. Cardio - respiratory endurance
b. W.scular agility
c. Improvement of basic skills and running speed
d. Safety
e. Learning sports skills

'f. Recreational carry-over
. g. Leadership and aportsmanship
h. Game appreciation
i. Growth-of team spirit
j. Self-discipline

b. Self-Testing Activities

1. Coordination and Power. The emphasis is on practice in
development of balance and agility in stunts, and activities
involving hanging, climbing, and jumping.

a. Forward roll
b. Backward roll
c. Cirtwheel
d. Headstand
e. Log roll
f. Back spring
g. Aftetacle and challenge course

Sit -ups

1. Push -ups

j." Knee bends

SocialiaationAnd Conduct. The child must learn to respect
the ()Pinion and judgment of others. To learn the role of the
OffiCiii and to take part in handling a game does much to
create the image of fair play and sportimanship.

3. Creativeness. Some children are interested in studying and
analyzing rules and techniques of games. Encoume the child
to think of varied uses of techniques'and modified rules.

. beeiftd Iltittioi.1. Outcomes:-

a. 'MusoUli Strength
b. Coordination
el. Muscular endurance
d. Skill
e. Good posture and Wymechanica
f. Relaxation
g. Flexibility
h. Self-confidence and courage
i. Satisfaction i r%,,

j. Safety f,. ,.,..r.

k. Understand purpose Oricarmupe
1. Use and care of etitiiixaent
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c. Rhythmic Activities

1. Coordination and Power. Emphasis is in developing ability
in vigorous stunt-like movement patterns (especially boys)
in more difficult dance steps. Also included is a study in
meter, note values and phrasing.

a. Jolly is the Miller
b. A-Hrnting We Will Go

2. Socializationnd Cond.Act. The child should have experiences
in group dancing, in dancing with partners, and in traditional
old and social danc..mg. Activities aro listed under coordina-
tion and power.

3. auglinalag. Interest is shown in inventing rhythmic stunt-
like movements, dances with challenging steps, and the use of
creative accompaniment.

4. Desired PhysicA.Outcomes

a. Beauty of movement
b. Body control

d. Special Conditioning Activities

1. Coordination and Power. Emphasis is on fundamental exercises
in running drills, posture development, and general body tone.
Activities are the same as Self-testing.

2. §21,141tratimsaloadisti. The child should learn the proper

way to lead exercises and to help others with faulty posture.

3. greativeness. The student can learn to invent mimetic exercises,
and to manipulate a posture manikin to show good or bad posture.

4. Desired Physical Outcomes. A feeling of satisfaction obtained
from a comfortable, alert and balanced position should be

6. GRADES V & VI -, ...

a. Games and Contests

1. restaattngtminsL/AFsto.i. The akills.and strengths developed
in the lower grades beoome increasingly important in the
upper elementary grades as more highly organized and competitive
activities are presented.

(a) Hopscotch
b Bowling
o Buddy Spud
d Captain Ball ,-,.

e Goal Soccer
f Bounce Ball . .

flGiant Volleyball

Modified Girls! Ba4ketball , ,..-,-
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(i) Modified Boys' Basketball
(j) Kickball
(k) Meyer Bail

2. PsdalkkatignLASsnniAid. The child continues the practice
of respecting judgments and opinions of others by learning
to umpire and raeree games and contests, by running a tourna-
ment, and by planning games for social recreation.

3. Creativeness. The child is encouraged to initiate new activities
or modify old ones. Children can help in the selection of events
for a program or field day.

4. Pesired Plvsical Outeemel.

(a) Cardio-respiratory endurance
(b` Muscular agility
(0 Improvement of basic skills end running speed
(d) learning sports skills
(e) Safety and recreational carry-over
(f) Sportsmanship H.
(g) Game appreciation

(h) Enjoyment of competition
(i) Proper care and use of equipment

b. Self-Testing Activities

1. go=aglisiPower. &nphasis is on development of balance,
agility iu stunts. hanging, climbing, jumping and athletic events.

a) Heel Click
b) Indian Wrestle
c) Hand, Knee, Shoulder Balance

(d) Angel Stand
e) Stomach Balance
f) Head Spring
g) Knee Spring :

h) Neck and Shoulder Stand
i) Kip .

k3Pyramids ;.:

Obstacle and Challenge Course
1) Knee Bends
m) Push -ups , V

n) Sit-ups :"

o) Pull -ups

(p) Way Back

§29.talilitit31-1111AWgRido
responsibilities:

(a) Sutra.. leader
(b) Copts m
(o) Nquicuent manager

Belphasis ie on assuming

3. glaatilamaa. Itmobasis is in selecting events, planning
program, promoting publicity for programer field day
should be stressed,

22
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4. Desired Physical Outcomes.'

(a) -Strength and coordination
(b) Endurance
(9) Skill

-.(d) Good posture and body mechanics
Enjoyment

f) Self-cvnfidence

g) Satisfs.ction in accomplishment
('1) Use and. care of equipment .

c. Rhythmic Activities

Coordination and Power. For awe the emphasis is on vigorous
athletic and stunt.like rhythms and dances showing prowess in
skill.,Jor girls the emphaeis.ie the same plus light and lyrical
movements and marching-to simple commands.

2. fgs'ialization and Conduct. Experiences should be provided in
group and partner dances, usingdanoee with frequent changes
of partnere. Both social and.folk dances should be utilized.

3. dull. Emphasis lies in inventing simple pattern dances
and creating dances for special °cc/01one.

4. DetzitedPhysilal outcomes.

BeaUty of: movement
Body control
Keeping time to music
Coordination
Self-expression
Poise

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)

d. Special Conditionine Activities

1. Coordination And Power. Emphasis is on fundamental exercises
and how to improve posture. Activities are the same as those
for self-testing.

2. §s2o_keljuktj,qa. Eaphaeie is on leading mimetic
exercises, understanding social values of posture, and work-
ing for class improvement of posture.

3. Creativeneas. Emphasis is on selecting or inventing exercises
for drills, en4 learning_to relect proper exercises for improving
posture.

4. pp sired PhesicniSmicomeg. A feeling of eatiefaotion obtained
from a comfortable, alert, and balanced positions should be
obtained.

23,
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III. METHODS Of TEACHING

A. Planning the Year's Program

The physical education teacher takes zany factors into consideration
When planning the year's program. Certainly the following points
are basic in good planning.

1. Philosophy
2. Objectives and goals
3. Learning readiness of the child
4. Size of classes and length of periods
5. Needs and characteristics of the child
6. Number of physical education instructors
7. Availability of facilities and equipment
8. Number of periods per class with physical

education teacher during year

It must be kept in mind that the overall effectiveness of
the program will primarily depend on two things. First,

there must be a philosophy of physical education in which
the instructor can justify his program. This philosophy
must be expressed in such a way as to be in direct corre-
lation with the school philosophy and education in general.
Second, immediate and long range objectives must be kept

.in mind during the course of the year. Periodic evalua-
tion of the program is of prime importance.

1;

Grades Kindergarten Through Third. Many types of Physical
exercise are needed in kindergarten through third grade.
This age group needs opportunities to participate in activ-
ities utilizing.a variety of large muscle movement. The
instructor should plan an assortment of activities suitable
for his class that could be introduced informally as an
integral part of the total program of activities for the
children. Time, placement, and emphasis of physical activ-
ities will vary according to the maturity of the groups.
On the primary level, at least 30 minutes daily should be
given to class instruction. The physical education class
period should be carefully planned in order to present a
wide variety of activities so that a number of skills can
be learned. Points to consider ,den building the daily,
weeklT, monthly, or semester's program in physical educa-
tion should include:

1. The specific grade level
2. The general and specific objectives
3. The number of pupils in the class
4. The age and sex
5. The interests and needs of the pupilv
6. The carry-over values of the activities
7. The available facilities and equipment
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GRADES FOUR THROUGH SIX

Children in grades four, five and six are growing rapidly and developing
new needs as they progress. Growth needs can be met by means of longer,
more vigorous, and more sustained play in the Lotivities they experienced
in the primary grades. Over exertion must be avoided. Children in this
age group frequently drive themselves too hard in play.

As coordination is established, practice is essential for continuous growth.
Opportunities should be provided for the following skills and activities.

1. Skills and techniques which involve the total muscular system.
2 Rhythmic activities.
3. Stunt skills and challange.tyPe apparatus,
4. Running and tag games.
5. Team games simple in organisation but offering each child

an opportunity for vigorous play.

Authorities in the field of physical education strongly advise that no
pupil able to attend a public school be permanently excused from the
physical education program because of general organic or nervous weakness,
of a crippled condition, recent injUry, or health deficiency. These students

Mould be assigned temporarily cr permanently to some less vigorous forms of
activity.

Over the period of a school year, the percentage of time to be allotted to
- .

various physical education activities should be determined.

OF TIME

TIPS OF icTiv t PERTACE OF TIME

Primary _ Rhythmics". activities 45
K-3 . m41-cdy mechanics .

Running mimes and 25

small group play

Intermediate

ApparatUs play 20

-Stunts 10

klythmical activities 30
and body mechanics

Games and relays 20

Running games 15
.

Apparatus, stunts, and 20
physics" fitness

Team games 10

Individual and dual games 5
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B. Unit Planning For Progressive Development

A well-planned unit of instruction necessarily provides for progressive
divelopment. Because maly levels of ability are present in the hetero-
geneously grouped physical education class, an effort must be made to
meet the needs of the low range as well as the advanced group. Simple

lead-up gases and drills .are helpful in achieving tLe Skill and confidence
the less skilled group must have in order for all ability levels to play
together successfully.

There must be several opportunities in the course of the unit for the
student to measure his progress. Improvelpent i6 a great stimulant in

physical education. --The program must be geared in a way that all the
students, regardless of ability, show progress if they concentrate their
efforts.

Ways To Measure Progress

1. Tests

a. Skills teat
b. Written Teets
c. Physical Fitness tests

2. Progress Check Lists (Self-Testing Activities.)

a. Stunts
b. Tumbling

3. Individual Apparatus Play

a. Challenge Course (obstacle course)
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SUGGESTED PLANS

PLAN I

Primary Level (K-3)

Physical Fitness Exercise
Rhythms
Games of low organization
Evaluation

Primary Level (K-3)

5 minutes
10 minutes
10minutes
5 minutes

30 minutes - -Total

FLAN II

Physical Fitness Exercise
Teaching new Activities
Reviewing games

(

5 minutes
15 minutes
10 minutes

30 minutesTotal

PLAN III

Primary Level (K-3)

Physical Fitness Exercise
Self-Testing Activities
Lead-up team games

5 minutes
10 minutes
15Jminutes

30 minutes--Total

PLAN IV

Primary level (K-3)

Physical Fitness Exercise
Relays, Large Group Play,
Mimetics, etc.

5 minutes
25 minutes

30 minutes--Total
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3AMPIL_MBLY-PROGRAM

GRADE WEEKS MONDAY

K 36 Rhythmic
Activities

. j

*

1 : 36 Play
Activities

2 36 Large Group

Play

3 36 Small Group

Grades K-3

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Play
Activitie4

Rhythmic
Activities

Sm all

Group Play

Team Games

Rhythmic Play Rhythmic

Ac. vities Activities Activities

elay Rhythmic P.t_ly

Activities Activities Activities

Self-Testing Large Group Rhythmic
Activities Play Activities

Large Group Self-Testing Rhythmic

Play activities activities
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SAMPLE YEARLY PROGRAM

Grades 4-6

Grade Weeks Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Frichv

4 36 Team Game Small Group Rhythmic Self-testing Small group
Activitiee Play Activities play DIT_

Large Group

play

Large Group

play

5 36 Rhythmic Small group Team game Self-testing Team came
. activities Play activities apparatus* activities

Large group
play

Stunts**
Individual &
Dual Sports

6 36 Small Group Rhythmic Team Game Self-testing Teas Game

.P.111.7 activities Activities apparatus activities
Large group
play

Individual &
Dual Sports

* Selftesting apparatus -- horizontal bars, horizontal ladder, rope,
climb, peg boards.

Challenge (obstacle) course

** Stunts Primarily tumbling mat activities.

2
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GRADE K

CCMF ALONG (13)

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIONS: Players join hands and form a single circle. "IT" is on

the outside of the circle. "IT" runs around the circle,
taps Oh9 of the players on the shoulder, and says "Cane
Along". The one who is tapped starts in pursuit and tries
to Lag "IT" before he gets to the vacant place. If he

succeeds, he becomes "IT" and challenges another player.

GRADE K

HIT THE BOX (13)

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: One ball or bean bag and a cardboard box

DIRECTIONS: Children stand in a circle facing the center where the box

hae been placed. They take turns trying to toss the ball

or bean bag into the box. Each child runs in to retrieve

hie equipment and tosses it to the person on his right in

the circle.

SCORING: One point is scored for oach time the ball or bean bag

stays in the box.

GRADE I

CALL BALL

PLAYERS: Not more than 8

EQUIFMENT: One ball

DIRECTIONS: S1:ould the skill of the group be such that the children have
dilfi.culty in catching the ball on the fly, it may be advis-

able to permit them to catch it on the fire, bounc...

For a player, when his name is called, to catch the ball and
this become the thrower. For the thrower to toss the ball in
such a v^y that the player whose name has been called hae an
opportunity to cate! it.

One player, selected the leader to be the thrower, is given

the ball. The other players take positions in a line in front

of and facing the thrcwer as Shown in the diagram. At a signal

from tne leader, the thrower calls the name of some player and
then tosses the ball straight up into the air. The player, whose
name is called, runs out and attempts to catch the b411.
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Should he succeed in catching the ball before it touches the
ground, he changes places with the thrower. Should a player

whose name has been called fail to catch the ball, the thrower
shall retrieve the ball, call the name of another player and
again toss the ball. Should the thrower toss the ball in such
a way that the player whose name he called does not have reason-
able opportunity to catch it, the player is considered as having
caught the ball and shall change places with the thrower. The

leader shall be the judge as to whether the player has a reason-
able opportunity to catch the ball. Should the thrower interfere

with the player trying to catch the ball, the latter shall be
considered as having caught the ball. If, when the thrower has

tossed the hall three times, none of the players called have
succeeded in catching it, the thrower shall say "I have had three
turns and I choose (so and so) to be the throwerU

The game continues in the above manner until the end of the

playing period.

GRADE I

FARM ANIMALS (3)

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIONS: Children line up at one end of the playing area. A safety

line is established at a distance of twenty-five yards and
one,child is chosen to be the farmer. Each child chooses

a farm animal he wants to be and does not tell anyone what

he chose.

When everyone has made up his mind what he wants to be, the

farmer stands in the addle of the playing area and imitates

any animal he wishea. If he says, 'Woo, Moo" all those who

chose a Cow must run to the safety line. Those who are

caught by the farmer must stand on the sideline (in the pen.)

If he says "Quack, Quack" all duets run and so on.

If the farmer wishes to do so, he may choose one or two from
those who were caught to help him. The last one to be caught

becomes the new farmer.

1 ,

PLATERS:

T. GRADE I

DID MOTHER WITCH (3)

Not more than 8

EQUIPMENT: ' None f": , h

DIRECTIONS: At the leader's signal, turns and wa3.ka away from the group

impersonating a Witch.

Lo 32
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The children follow, chanting:

Old Mother Witch
Fell in a ditch
Picked up a penny
And thought she was rich.

The "Witch" turns suddenly, points to one of 'them and says,
'Whose children are you?"

The child may answer any name he chooses, such as"Mrs. Smithle.
When a child finally answers "Yours" the "Witch" attempts to
tag as many children as possible before they can cross the
starting line. Children tagged are eliminated from the game.
Children not tagged go to the starting line and the game then
continues as before.

When the "Witch"has had 3 turns, she chooses another 'Witch"
from among those not tagged.

SCORING: The "Witch" tagging the most, WINS.

GRADE I

SAM SNITCH

PLAYERS: Not more than 8

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIONS: At a signal from the leader, the "IT" calls, "Sam Snitch,
Sam Snitch wants (so and so) come over." Whereupon those
players whose namesare called run toward the opposite end

line, and the "IT" attempts to tag them before they can
cross it. All players who are tagged stand to one side of

the playing area. If a player crosses either side to avoid
being tagged, he is considered as having been tagged. If a
player succeeds in crossing the end line to which he is runn-
ing, without being tagged, he is safe, and remains on that
end line until 3 new "IT" ie chosen.

"IT"takes his place in the center of the playing area and
calls one or more of the remaining players in the same
manner.

When "IT" has bad three turns, he then says, "I have had three
turns, and I have tagged (so many) players. I choose (so and

so) to be "IT ".. The new "IT" must be chosen from the players
who have not been tagged. If all have been tagged the last

one is the new "IT".

The "IT" having tagged the most players is the winner.



PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

AREA:

DIRECTIONS:

GRADE I

STOOP TAG (12)

4-60

None

2?

Playground or gymnasium

One player is chosen to be "1T1 If played in the gymn, or
on a playground, it is good to set aside boundary lines.

"IT" chases the other players, tryingto tag one of them.
The players may escape being tagged by suddenly stooping
or squatting, but each player may stoop only three times.
After the third time of stooping the player may resort only
to running to escape being tagged. Any player tagged beComen

"IT".

GRADE I

TARGET TOSS

PLATERS: 2 equal teams

=IBM: 2 wastebaskets and 2 balls or bean bags.

DIRECTIONS: Children are divided into two teams. Each child takes
turn tossing ball or bean bag into basket with one point
given fnr each- successful throw. Team reaching "Game"

first wine.-

SCORING: A certain number of points is designated "Game".
One point'for Successful throw.

PLAYERS: 6-10

EQUIPMENT: Rubber ball

DIRECTIOVS:

GRADE I

" TEACHER BALL (3)

The children are in groups of 6 or 10 players with one
child as the leader or "Teacher", The leader faces the
others who form a line about 8 feet from hiu. He toss_
the ball to each starting at the head of the line and
continuing in turn to 'the foot of the line. Anyone
misses the ball goes to the foot. If the "Teacher" mit
he goes to the foot. The child at the head becomes t1-.
loader and the play is continued.
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GRADES 1-2

BEAT THE BUNNY (7)

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: Sma11 ball, large ball

DIRECTIONS: The Bunny (small ball) is started first and is passed from
child to child around the circle. When the Bunny is half
way around the circle, the Farmer (large ball) is started.

If the Fanner catches the Bunny, the Farmer wins. If the
Bunny catches the Farmer, the Bunny wins. If either ball
is dropped, the child who lost it must recover it and start
it back in play again before the other ball passes his position
or it cots ;\ win for that Sall.

Kotft: If balls are too difficult for the group to handle,
use beanbags of different colors.

GRADES 1-2.

GARDNER AND SCAMP

PLAYERS: 8 to 10 per group

EQUIP! 2T: None

DIRECTIONS: One player is the Scamp and etande inside the circle.
Another player is the Gardner and walks around out-
elde the circle, saying 'Who let you into my garden."

The Scamp answers, "No one" and th:.: Gardner begins td
chase him. Scamp rune in and out and across the circle
and does tricks and stunts which the Gardner must imitate
as he chases him. . .

When Gardner catches Scamp, they choose new players for
the next game.

Hata: If Gardner fails to imitate Scamp, a new player
is chosen for the Gardner and the old Scamp remains "IT"
again.

'-, GRADES 1-2

GRAY OWL (7)

PLAYERS: 8 to 10 per group

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIONS: Finn walks around outside of circle touching eAch person
lightly and wing "Gray Owl" as he touches them. When
he touches someone and says "White Owl" that person chases
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PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

DIRECTIONS:

PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

DIRECTIONS:

as.
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"IT" around the circle. If chaser can 'ag "IT" before "1T"
reaches vacant place in the circle, the tagger remains "IT".
If chaser does not catch him "IT" gets to walk around the
circle again. If first "IT" is not tagged after two tries,
he chwees a new "IT" from the persons in the circle.

GRADES 1-2

HUNTSMAN (3)

Any number

None

One child is the hunter. He, calle,"Who wants to go hunting
with me." The.other children answer "I do" and fall in line
behind the hunter who leads them anywhere within a designated
area. They must follow him and do everything that he does.
Suddenly the hunter calls "Hang, and all children must run
back to a safe area. The first one back usually becomes the
hunter.

GRADES 1-2

STONE (7)

10-19 to a group

None

Player, in center, is STONE. He sits there while other
players skip around him.

.

When the STONE. jumps pp, players run to either goal as
STONE chases them. Anyone tagged by the STONE before
reaching a goal becomes a STONE too, and sits in the
center with the first STONE. The other players continue
to skip aron4 the STONES. No STONE can move until the
first STONE moves. -'

Game' gOes on ,until all children are caught.
,.

PLATERS: Any number

EQUIRVIIT: None

MOM.

RUN, RABBITS, RUN (7)

DIRECTIONS: Mark out areas for homee with one or more rabbits in each.
"IT" (the fox) calls, run, rabbits, run and all just leave
hood and go'to different safe-areas without being tagged.
Those who are tagged by "IT" must go to the den and remain
out of thelgame until A naw "IT" has been chosen.
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Usually the last or one of the last to be left in the game is
chosen to be the new "IT".

Variation: "IT" may call skip, hop, gallop, trot, dance, walk,
etc. instead of run. All (including "IT") must follow the
directions called.'

GRADES 1-2

TAKING A TRIP

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIONS: Children stand in a single circle. One child is chosen by
the leader to be first. He then decides a mode of transporta-
tion that he mould like to use when ha takes his trip. He
takes his trip around the outside of !-,he circle pretending to
use the transportation he chose. (Example: Pretending to be
riding an airplane.) When he returns to his place he chooses
the next person to have a turn. Game continues until all the
children have had a turn.

GRADES 1-3

FOX AND CHEESE (12)

PLAYERS: Small group

EQUIPMENT: None

AREA: Rectangular area 30 ft. by 20 ft. Short bourriary lines are

designated as end lines. The Fox take a positio: 1 the

center of area. Geese takes position behind one of the end

DIRECT/DNS: Pox must tag as may Geese as poesible. The Geese must cross
the opposite end line without being tagged.

Game starts when Fox calls "Run, geese, run" whereupon Geese
run and attempt to cross opposite end line without being
tagged. Geese who run out of bounds, are considered at; being
tagged. Tagged geese are eliminated from game and stand out
of bounds on one side.' Geese not tagged continue to run to
opposite ends when Fox call "Run, Geese, Run."

When Geese havo run three times, the Fox says "I have had three
turns and I have caught Geese. I choose be Fox.
The new Fox shall be chosen from those Geese who have not been
eliminated. If all have been tagged, the last we caught is
the new Fox.

r;,11

Game starts over again with new Fox and everyone else are Geese.

SCORING: At the end of the period, the Fox tagging the rcst Geese is winner.
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GRADES 1-6

SIMON SAYS (3)

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIONS: Single circle facing inward.

The leader takes his place in the center of the circle
or in front of the group and starts by making a motion
of edme sort and says :"Simon says, do this." Al]. the

players rare supposed to do likewise. At. times the 12ader

'141.11'sa7, "Do this" or make the designated action. If

someone moves oriollowethe action without the words
"Simon says" he gets a dud, and must pay the penalty
when he has acquired three of them.

GRADE 2

CAT AND RAT (3)

PLAYERS: Any number.
. ,- '

EQUIPMENT:: None/

DIRECTIONS: Children join hands and form a circle with one child
inside the circle (Rat) and another child outside the

circle (Cat). The cat tries to catch the rat. Child-

ren assist the rat by lifting their arms to let him in
and out but prevent the cat by doing so by lowering
hands or aq4atting dowa. When Rat ia caught, he joins
circle and Cat then becomes a Rat and a new Cat is

chosen. It group is large or play is slow, there
may be 2 Cats ch. Ang one Rat. Aleo there could be

two Rats and two Cats with some means of identify-
big Rats. ::' f .

CIRCLE STRIDE BALL (3) .

PLAYERS: Any number .

EQL1ta4ENT: Volley ball or large rubber ball

DIREGTIONS: The players are in a circle. Each player takes a stride
stand position with feet touching foot of player on both

aides. The child who is "IT" stands in the center with
the ball. He rolls the ball attempting to roll it out of
the circle between the feet of any of the players. If he

is successful, the person who allowed the ball to pass out
between his feet becomes "IT". The players must use their
hands.to,stop the bell. ,

' ! ',

o. r!' :
08
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GRADE 2

FIND THE LEADER

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIUNS: Players stand in a circle facing center.

One player is asked to leave the room. Wile he is cut,
a leader is selected from among the players in the circle.
The leader starts any motion he ch)oses with his hands,
arms, head, or feet, which is immediately imitated by the
other players. The child who loft the room retains and as
he watches the group change from one motion to another he
tries to find the leader. Players should make every effort
not to be obvious in their observance of the leader whose
changes of motion they follow. This leader, too, should help
confuse the guesser by looking at my other player as if he
thought he was the leader. The ''IT" is allowed three guesses
to find the leader. If mew-T.685N/, he must "give up" and
select another player to be "IT".

If he guesses correctly, he may be "IT" again until he has
had three turns, after which he selects another tD take his
place. This game is most successful when played by approx-
imately ten to fifteen children.

GRADE 2

HILL DILL (3)

PLAYERS: Any Number

EQUIPMEM None

DIRECTIONS: The group of children stand behind line with "IT" half way
between them and another line at opposite end of playing
space. "IT" calls "HILL DILL come over the hill or I'll
catch you standing still." All leave safety line and run
across playing :_rea to opposite line. "IT" tags as many
as he can. Those caught then help "IT" catch runnnra on
next calls. Those caught by "IT" must hold hands (couples)
and have to stay together while chasing others.

GRADE 2

MIDNIGHT (3)

PLAYERS: Any number

14M414 , None

DIRECTIONS: One player is the fox and the others are the chickens. 'the

fax meg catch the Mickel:le only at midnight. The game starts

49
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with the fox standing in a den marked on one corner of
the playground and the chickens in a space marked in the
opposite corner. The chickens come out and scatter around,
approaching as closely to the fox as they dare. They keep

asking him, "What time is it?", he answers with any hour he
chooses. Should he say "Three o'clock" or "eleven o'clock ",
etc. they are safe, but when he says "Midnight" they must
tun for their goal at faA as they can to avoid being tagged

by the fox. All that are tagged return to the fox's den and

he.p him tag the next time. Only the first fox may tell the

time of night.

MAWS:

NUIPHENT:

DIRECTIONS:

GRADE 2

SLAP JACK

Any number

None

The children form a circle, standing with their hands folded
behind them palms turned up. One player is selected to be

"IT". 4e runs around behind the circle and slaps someone

on the hand. The one slapped gives chase. If "IT" is tagged

he must laturn to the circle and the chaser becomes "IT': If

"IT" isn't caught, he continues to be "IT" and the chaser
returns to the circle. When a player has had an opportunity
to run and has returned to the circle, he folds his hands in

front to show that he has already played and is not to be

chosen again:'

GRADES 2..3

HIT THE CLUB (5)

PLATERS:

EQUIIMENTs

DIRECTIONS:

ARTA

DOOR Dan

. ,

Small group (two teems)

Two Indian Clubs, one volleyball

A player, must' roll the ball And knock down the opponents'

Indian Club, thus scoring a point tot his team. A team

wins by scoring the Wet' Pointe. '

Players take positions behind their Club. Player stands to

one side of his club and rollmball trying to knock opponents

team and thereby making a point. First players on opposing
'team recover:, the ball and rolls it back toward the opposite
club. 'Second player on other teams catches ball and rolls.

30 feet by 10 feet, two clubs 20-25 feet apart.

One point for knocking dohs club.

:140



34 GRADE 3

BEANBAG TOSS

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: Small buckets or one-gallon cans, beanbags

DIRECTIONS: There should be an equal number of children participating in

each line. The buckets are placed about six feet in front of

each line. Each child tries to get the bean bags into the

bucket in front of him. One point is given for each bag land-

ing in the bucket. After everyone has had a turn the total
number of bags to lit the bucket is counted. The line with the

most wins.

GRADE 3

BIRD, MAST OR FISH (6)

PLAYERS: Any equal number

EQUIRLITF: Pencil, paper

DIRECTIONS: The players divide into teams of equal size, spaced around a

large circle. Each team sends an actor up to the leader, who

is stationed in the center. The leader writes down the name

of a living creature and shows it to all the actors from the
different teams. When all have seen the name, they race back

to their groups. As they go, they show by.symbolic action,
what category the creature belongs to. To show that it is in
the beast category, they go back on all fours, for a bird, they
mimic flying, and for a fish, with hands together, they show
the undulating movement of fish swimming through the water.

As they attempt, with pantemine, to show the identity of the
assigned creature, their teammates shover them with guesses.
The actors may not make a sound but may, with gestures, in-
dicate whether the guesses, are "hot" or "cold".

The game is repeated again and again, with new actors being
sent. up each time and a new word being chosen. The leader
should begin by using simple creatures, like "eagle" "lion"
and "shark ", and should work up to tough little-1mm ones or
to ones that are hard to classify, like "turtles" or "spiders".

SCORING: When A team member finally guesses correctly, the actor rushes
back to the leader, who gives his team points on a scwe. If

several teams are playing, it is wise to give several teams the
credit each time, possibly 3 points for the first team to guess,
2 points for the second, and I point for the third.



GRADE 3

BUDDY SPUD

PLAYERS: Any equal number

EQUIPMENT: One volleyball

35

DIRECTION:3: The playing area is about a 50 foot square 4th boundary lines.
The leader divides the children into pairs or buddies, and the
pair to be "IT" is chosen. The pairs place themselves anywhere
within the play area. The-ball is given to the pair that is "ITU
The Buddies are euppoeed to hit another pair (one of a pair will
do) below the waist with the ball. All paire not "IT" can move
anywhere within the playing area. The "Buddy" with the ball may
not move but may try to hit another couple or pass to his "Buddy;
The "Buddy" without the ball may run to a more advantageous point
and his "Buddy" may then pees the ball to him. In turn Le tries
to hit another couple. If another couple is hit with the ball
they become the "IT" couple. The game then proceeds as above.

PLAYERS:

EQUIFNENT:

AREA:

DIRECTIONS:

SCORING:

GRADE 3

BOUNCE BALL 0.)

10 to 36 players

A tennis ball, small or large rubber bail

Gymnasium or playground

The class is divided into two equal teams, with one team
on each side of the center line.

The game starts with one player dropping the ball and then
batting it with the palm of his hand across the center line
to the opposing team. The server may have two trials to get
the ball over. It he fails on his two trials, the opposing
team scores one point. One person serves until his team
.ccores five points, then the ball is given to the opposite
team. The ball must bounce once or may be bounced any number
of times before returning it to the other side. The ball may
be- dribbled up from,the back of the court to get into a more
advantageous position to return it. The ball must be hit from
above with the open palm. A time limit should be set to deter-
mine the length of the game.

, .

One point is given when the opponents tail to return the ball;
fail to hit the ball from above with the open palm; fail to
bounce the ball before returning it; or fail to return the
serve.

42
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GRATE 3

CEARADES

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIONS: Phil, who has been chosen "IT" says, "I'm thinking of a
one-syllable noun that rhymes with "bail: The word he is
thinking of is "JAIL" but none of the other players know
'this. The object of the game is for them to find it out.
In turn, each of the other players guesses at Phil's secret
word, knowing only that it must be a one- syllable noun

rhyming wi'.h "BAIL: The novelty of the game is that they
may not offer their guesses; they must act them out, for

Phil to identify.

Listed below are several examples:

Jane rises and shakes herself, clutching at an imagin7.-.7y
support, pretending that she is fighting a heavy wind.
"No, says Phil, it is not a "gale

Alice pretends that she is a playful puppy and wags he:
hand behind her. "No, it is not a puppy's tail says Phil."

Jim pantomimes the action of walking down a staircase, holding
tightly to the banniater. "No, it is not a "rail" says Phil.

Finally, Rex clutches imaginary bars and shakes them angrily.
He pretends to peer through them. "Yes, said Phil, you have

guessed it. The word is "Jail':

Having guessed the word, Rex the;. starts tI'le game again from

the beginning by thinking of a neone-syllable noun.

The most important rule of the game is that the person who is
"IT" in this caae Phil, must identify each card which has been
acted out as a guess, before ruling on it.

The goal of the other players ia not to stump Phil, but rather
to guess his word.

Therefore, if he has difficulty in identifying the word being
acted out by a player he may ask some of the other players to
help act out the ward. If he still cannot guess the word, the
other players reveals it, and Phil's ward is also revealed.
Then a next pereon is chosen to be "ITV

GRADE 3

FLYING DUTCHMAN

PLAYERS: Any equal number

EQUIPMENT None



DIRECTIONS:

PLAYERS:

=UMW:
DIRECTIONS:

PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

DIRECTIONS:
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Two children are selected as "ITU The rest of the children
form a circle. All face center and hold hands. The "IT" pair
wake arotzid the circle on the outside and touches the hands of
one pair in the circle. This pair breaky hands with the rest
of the circle and runs in the opposite direction from the "IT'
pair. They try to get back to the space they left before the
"IT" does. If they succeed then the "IT" is "IT" again. If
they fail then they become "ITU

GRADE 3

HOOK-ON

Any 'number

None

Touches this
couples hands

All children playing, with the exception of two, take
partners and hook elbOws..'theCouples scatter out in

any way they wish. The two chosen begin the game by
one chasing the other. To keep from being caught the
one being chased may hook elbows with one child of one
of the couples. The child on the other side of this
couple then becOme6 the Itnne.' If caught the runner
becomes the chaser and the chaser becomes the runner.

OMR

JAPANESE TAG CALLED KAGE4OHIONICO

The children scatter by pairs in a designated play area.
The couple selected to be "IT" tries to step on the
shadows of another couple.. If the HIT" couple succeeds
in doing so the couple on whose shadow thej stepped be-
comes the new "IT".
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PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

DIRECTIONS:

PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

DIRECTIONS:

SCORING:

GRADE 3

PARTNER TAG

Any number

None

The leader divides the children into pairs, with each pair
joining hands. One pair is chosen to W"IT" and must hold
hands and try to tag another couple. If a couple breaks
holding hands they automatically become "IT". A rule should
be made that there be no tagging back so that children not
playing may have a turn.

GRADE 3

SACK RELAY

Any equal number

One sack (burlap) for each line participating

Any desired distance is marked offequal distance for each
line. The first child in each line begins the race on the
command of "GO", by putting both feat Lit° the sack and hopping
down to the marker and back. The next child then takes the sack

and repeats the performance. The first line to finish wins.

One point for each race won.

FLAWS:

EQUMENT:

DIRECTIONS:

SCORING:

GRADE 3

SOCCER DRIBBLE RELAY

Equal number

Soccer balls, markers.

An equal number of children should be in each line.
An adequate distance from the first person in each
line is marked off as the distance the ball is to
be dribbled. The first group to finish dribbling
the ball to the marker and back is the winner.

One point for winner,

GRADE 3

THREE DEEP

"345

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: None



DIRECTIONS:

PLATERS:

EQUIPMENT:

DIRECTIONS:

SCORIPG:
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Two children are selected, one as a runner and one as a

chaser. The rest of the children form a double circle
with everyone facing the center. The chaser then goes

after the runner. To keep from being caught the runner

runs to the front: of one of the couples in the circle and

takes a stand. The child in the outside circle then must

run. If a runner is caught he turns and becomes the chaser

and the chaser becomes the runner.

GRADE 3-6

BOWLING

Not more tnan eight players

Three Indian Clubs, two Softballs

Each player attempts to knock down as many clubs as poosible
each time the ball is rolled. The player scoring more points

than any other player wins the game.

Area 30 to 40 feet long and 10 feet wide, with a foul line at
one end. At opposite end from foul line, set up clubs in a

triangular formation with head pin nearest the foul line.
Choose one retriever to reset pins. Other players line up in
a single line behind foul line and are the howlers.

First bowler rolls the two balls one at a time, toward the
Indian Clubs. One point ie scored for each club knocked

down. After a player has been a bowler and rolled his two
balls, he becomeirthe retriever for the next bowler. The

old retriever takes his place at the end of the line of
bowlers.

Player with the highest number of points at the end of the
period is declared the winner.

GRADES 3-6

DUCK, DUCK, GOOSE

PLATERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: ,None

DIRECTIONS: One child is selected as the tagger. All other children
form a circle facing the center. The tagger walks around
the outside of the circle and each child he passes :e gives
the name of "DUCK". When he comes to someone he wishes to
have chase him he touches his shoulder and says "GOOSE" then
the "GOOSE" chases the tagger. If the tagger ie caught he
must go to the "MUSH }VT" in the center of the circle. If

the tagger reaches the spot vacated by the "GOOSE" he is
safe and the "GOOSE" becomee a tagger.

(346
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PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT;

AREA:

DIRECTIONS:

SCORING:

PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

AREA:

47*

GRADE 4

BEAT BALL (1)

Two teams of nine players each.

Softball diamond and softball

Playground or softball diamond (35 or 40 feet)

When a team is in the field, each player is assigned a
position. When a team is at bat, a batting or throwing
order must be followed.

The first batter throws the ball into the field and runs
the bases in order, continuing until he reaches home base
or is put out. The players in the field catch the ball and
thrown it to the first baseman; the first baseman throw the
tall to the second baseman; the second to the third and the
third to the catcher. If a runner reaches home base before
the ball does he scores a run; otherwise he is out. The

ball must be thrown to each baseman in order. The baseman

must have his foot on the Lase before throwing the ball to
the next baseman.

If a ball reaches a baseman or catcher before the runner
touches the base, the runner is out. Three outs and the

team changes places.

A run is scored each time a runner successfully runs to all
the bases.

GRADE 4

WANG BASE (1)

2-20

Softball and bat

Playground or gymnasium. Mark off a home plate as in soft-
ball, a pitchers' box thirty feet distant and a long base
three by six feet, thirty feet from the pitchers' box. For
the younger group, the distance may be shortened and the long
baae should be placed to the left or right of the picthers'
box to avoid collision.

DIRECTIONS: Divide the group into two teams of five to ten players each,
with a pitcher, catcher, long baseman. One team is at bat
and the other team is scattered in the field as in softball.

The batter steps in the box, and the pitcher pitches the ball
to the batter who attempts to hit it. A batter remains at
bat until he hits the ball. Any ball that touches the bat
is a fair hit. (foul; foul tip or fair hit.) When .he batter
hits the ball, he runs quickly to long base and remains there
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until the next batter hits a ball, or he may attempt to
run home before being put out. Several players may occupy
long base at the same time, provided there is a player at
bat. All players.on long base may return to home base on
any hit except a foul ball. A rum is scored for each base
runner who reaches home base wic.hout being put out. If a
.base runner leaves long base, he cannot return, except on
a fly bell caught. The teams exchange positions when three
outs are made.

A runner is out: 1. If a fly ball hit by him is caught.
2. If the ball is held by the long

baseman with one foot on base, before
the runner reaches base.

3.- If the runner is tagged out at hone base.
4. If tagged or hit enroute to home base or

long base (off base) by a ball held or
thrown by an opposing player.

5. If tne runner does not tag home base.
6. If all players are at long base and

there is no one to bat, the side is out.

SCORING: A point is scored for the team at bed each time a runner reaches
home without being put out. Five to seven innings usually con-
stitutee a game.

GRADES 4-6

BARNYARD GOLF (8)

PLAYERS: 2-4

EQUIPMENT: Beanbag or ball per player; 9 # 10 tin cans or bicycle
tires scattered in irregular formation. The holes are
numbered.

AREA: Playground, gymnasium or corridor

DIRECTIONS: Players follow each other in sequence, each trying to get hie
beanbag or ball in hole 1 with as few throws as possible.
Play continues LI like manner for the remaining holes.

The winner is the player who makes nine holes in the fewest
throws (strokes).

SCORING:

GRADES 4-6

BALLOON BAIL (4)

PLATERS: Any number

EQIIIIICERT: Balloon F'

nromows, Rowe one, three and five are Team A. Rws Ian, four and six
are Team B. The &tele near the windows is Team Air' goal; or

48
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SCORING:

PLAYERS:

EQUIPMFNT:

DIRECTIONS;

PLAYERS:

EQUITMElfr:

AREA:

DIRECTIONS:

the left and right sides of the room may be the goals. A
balloon,ia.tossed into the air in the center of the room by
the teachar. The seated players strike it with the open hand
and try to get it over their opponents' goal. Players may not
strike tha balloon with their fists or leave thAr seats. If
either of these violations is committed, the balloon is tossed
into the air by a member of the team which committed the viola-
tion.

Each goal counts one point. The team scoring the greater
number of points wins the game.

GRADES 4-6

BEAN BAG BALANCE (4)

Any number

Beanbags or erasers

One player is chosen for the runner, and another for the
chaser. They come to the front of the room. Each is
given a beanbag or an eraser. The other players are seated.

The chaser and runner place the beanbag or eraser on their
heads. At a signal the chaser attempts to catch the runner
before he reaches his seat. If either player touches or
loses the beanbag or eraser, he takes his seat. He then
must choose a player to take his place. If the runner is
touched by the chaser, the runner chooses another runner.

GRADES 4-6

BEANBAG TARGET TOSS (8)

2 or mere

3 beanbags

Playground, gymnasium or classroom

The concentric circles are drawn on the ground or the floor.
Throwing line drawn 10-30 feet away from rim of outer circle.
Each player throws three beanbags at target in ors turn. The
winner is player with moat score in predetermined number of
rounds. Beanbags landing on line do not count.,k.

, .

GRADES 4-6

BEATER GOES !ROUND (4)

PLAIRRS:. . Any Tauber

FOMENT: Rolled newspaper or knotted cloth

t. 401-;
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DIRECTIONS: The children are arranged in a circle with their hands behind
them. One child is chosen to be the beater and stands outside
the circle, carrying a rolled newspaper in his hand.

The beater goee around behind the circle and places -the rolled
newspaper in the hands of a player. The Water then turns to
the one either the right or left and tape him lightly on the
back. The one tapped runs around the circle, pursued by the
newspaper-holder, while the original beater joins the circle,.
taking the place of the player to whom he had given the news=
paper. The newspaper-holder tries to catch the runner. Which-
ever of these two is last to reach the vacant place becomes the
beater. The new beater places the paper in the hands of another
player and the game continues.

GRADES 4-6

CHAIN TAG (4)

PLArERS:' Any, number

EQUIPMENT: None

AREA: Playground

DIRECTIONS: One'player is chosen to U. "IT". As soon as "IT" tags a
player, the two join hand. and become "IT". When they tag
another player, he joins hands with one of the two. As the
line grows, the only players who may tag are the end players.
Runners may dodge under the arms of the players in the line.

PLAYERS:
,
2-4

EWITMENT: 2 posts, 3 x 3 inches by 7 feet, 2 feet and 4 inches in
ground at center of side lines. 4 eyelet.° on posts for

net ropes. Net stretch tightly so top is 4 feet 8 inches

high for entire length. Deck Tennis ring.
.

.

Playground, gymnasium. Singles court, 12x40 feet; doubles
court 18' wide. Divided into two 9 foot courts. Neutral
area 3' frau the net on each side.

GRADES 4.6.6

DECK TENNIS-(8)
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SINGLES COURT

BASE LINE

DIRECTIONS:

51

1.

DOUBLES COURT

BASE LINE

Dead

Dead

11\

,
C--
i

err

Ground

Ground 1

4)

0

Deck Tennis ring is thrown back and forth over net in effort
to prevent opponent from returning it. Ring must be caught
with cie hand, and must be returned immediately with the same

hand. The ring must travel in an upward direction, for a down
stroke ie always a foul either on the service or a rally stroke.

For singles game one player is on each side of the net. For
doubles games two persons play on each side of the net as
partners.

Server standing outside of the right court tries to throw
ring with upward toes beyond neutral area and into dag-
onally opposite half court. If the server or a teammate
makes a point, the ring is thrown again by the server from
left court. The server continues to alternate from left to
right courts until his team makes an error or fouls.

Fouls: Catching the ring with both hands, changing the ring
from catching hand before throwing, stepping on or over the
rear boundary line uhile serving, making a downward stroke
while throwing the ring or permitting the ring to touch any
part of body other than catching hand.

SCORING: Game consists of li points. Serving aide scores a point when-
ever the receiving side misses a play or makes a foul. If the
game reaches 14 all, it is a deuce game and one player or team
must win two succesekve points in order to win. A match consists
of two out of three Oise;



PLATERS:

EQUIPMENT:

DIRECTIONS:

GRADES 4-6

FIRE ON THE MOUNTAIN

Any number;

None

45

Players form a double circle and all face center. Those on
the inside represent trees, and players on the outside circle
take their places behind the trees, one behind each tree. One
player chosen as the lookout (IT) stands in the center.

(-'

F.,

'<-0

PIOUS :

14grinaorr :

DIRECTIONS:

The lookout .cries, Fi.,e on the Mountain! Run! Run! and begins
clapping. Players on the outside circle begin running to the
left. After they have gone around the oircle at least two times,
the lookout stops clapping and takes his place in front of a tree.
The runners do the same. The runner who can not find a tree be-
comes the .00kout and former trees are now the runners. The
game continues as long as desired in the same manner.

GRADES 4-6

GOOD MORNING, JUDGE (4)

Any number..,

None

One child ie chosen to be the Judge, and is eeated in the front
of the room with his tack to the seated group. Another player

. ie chosen to call on the Judge.

The player chosen to call on the Judge tiptoes up to the front
and in a.dieguised voice says, "Good Morning, JudgeV The Judge
,may ask the player to repeat once. The Judge has throe chances

, to guises who is bidding him Good Morning. If he auccods, he

rental- the. Judge. As boon as he fails to recognize loceone,
that person becomes the new Judge. The former Judge wlects
the next player to call on the Judge.

PLATFX3 :

SW1140011'

GRAINS 4-6

.
}W DS (Tr--HANDS DOW (4)

Any number

Coin 52
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DIRECTIONS:

SCORING:

PLAYERS:

EQUIFMENT:

AREA:

DIRECTIONS:

The players are seated in two rows, and a leader is chosen
to stand before each row or team. To determine which team
shall start the game, the leader tries to guess in which
hand the play director holds some object. A coin is given
to the starting team.

At a signal from the leader of tho guessing team, the players
pass the coin rapidly from one player to another. Each player
makes the motion of passing in order to deceive the guessing
team. After a short period of passing, the leader calls out
"Hands Up" and all passing stops and hands are raised over-
head, tightly clenched. The leader then says "Hands Down"
and all hands are brought down on the desk, with opened palms
down. The first player of the guessing team guesses where the
coin is. Example: "Mary's right hand: Mary raises her right

hand and puts it in her lap if she does not have the coin.
Each player on the guessing team has one guess, and is penalized
one point for each wrong guess. The passing team then becomes
the guessing team and vice versa. The coin goes to the new
passing team, and the action continues as before.

After the two teams have had equal turns at guessing and
passing, the scores are totaled. The team with the smaller
number of points is the winner.

GRADES 4-6

HOPSCOTCH (8)

1-10

One small, flat beanbag, button or other small object per player.

Hard surface area; court painted, drawn, or chalked.

There are many different hopsootch games but I shall use the
American version. Player stands at "start" and tosses object
into space, hope over his space and lands with left foot in
space 2 and right foot in space 3. He then hops on one foot
into space 4 and lands on two feet in space 5 and 6. He con-
tinues hopping, landing with one foot in a single apace and
two feet in adjacent spacee. When he hope into space 10 on
one foot he may take extra hops around on this one foot so
that he will be in a position to start back. When he reaches
spaces 2 and 3, he leans over, retrieves the object from apace
1, hops into apace 1, and out. On his next turn, he tosses the
object into space 2, avoids landing in this space until he has
returned. On hie return, he stops on one foot in space 3, re-
trieves his object from space 2 hops into apace 2, then 1, then
out. The first player continues tossing into each apace in turn.
If he commits a foul, he loses hie turn and the next child etarts.
A player resume his turn where be last missed. The same foot
must be used for all singlio-space hops. First child completing
the game is the winner.

6 53
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Fouls: Stepping on any line, tossing object on a line or into
wrong space, hopping more than once in a space square except
where the rules permit, changing feet on single hops, touch-
ing hand or other foot to Court when hopping or retrieving
object.

GRADES 4-6

HOT POTATO (3)

DIRECTIONS: All the playera,but ons.form a circle around the room. One

player is chosen to bS "IT" and does the calling. An eraser

is given to one player.
-

Vben the player who is "IT" calls "pass the potato" the player
with the eraser (not throwing it) starts passing it to his

right or to his left. After a abort period of passing from
one player to another the "IT" calls, "Hot Potato': Whoever

ie caught with the eraser becomes "IT".

GRADES 4-6

LONG AMP TOPE (a)

mum: 3 or more

EQUIPKENT: 3/8" sash cord, 16' -24' long

AREA Playground or gronasium

DTROCTIONsi To tench beginner., have them first stand next to the rope
and jump over it, then swing the rope slightly from side to

atti
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side and have them jump it each time it touches the ground.
Increase the arc of the swinging rope. Then have them stand
next to the.rope, swing it over-head, and have them jump over
it as it touches the ground on the other side of them. Jump-

ing off both feet should be taught first, with emphasis on
jumping on toes, and landing on toes, and balls of feet with
knees slightly bent to absorb the jar. The double jump as the
rope touches the ground should be taught next. To help children

get the rhythm of double jump, caling"AND JUMP, AND JUMP,' or
"JUMP, JUMP" helps.

GRAVES 4 -6

NEWCOMB RULES

PLAYERS: There are 12 players on a team, arranged in three rows. The

player on the right in the first row is the server.
EQUIPMENT: 1 volleyball

AREA:

Co rx) (1)

DIRECTIONS: To throw the ball in such a manner that it will hit the court
on the other side of the net, and to prevent ball thrown by
the opposing team from landing on the ground.

SCORING:

To start the game, the server, on whichever team has been designa-
ted to'start the game, moves to the right rear of the court making
the team rotate as shown in the diagram. The server then tosses
the ball over the net, while the other team attempts to catch it
and throw it back. The ball is tossed back and forth over the net

until it touches the ground.

In order to be a legal serve, the ball must completely clear the
net. I1 the ball goes into the not it is an illegal serve and
scores a point for the other team. If it touches the top of the
net and goes on over, the serve :oust be done over however, if
this happens after the verve, it is legal.

If the ball goes out of bounds, either on the serve or on a play,
a point goes to the team which did not touch it last. If the ball
is caught out of bounds, it must be thrown to a teammate before it
can be thrown over the net.

Players may not move with the ball.
. .

Each time the ball hits the ground a point is scored for the team
on the other tide of the net, unless the ball, Which has not been
touched, Ms out of bounds.
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After each point the ball is put into play immediately by the
team who was just scored against. This done by a sera, after
the team was rotated.

In order to keep the players informed of the score the server
announces the score each time a serve is made, putting his own
score first.

GRADES 4-6

PULL TAG (4)

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPKENT: None

DIRECTIONS: Players form a large circle, facing center. One player

is selected to be "IT" and stands on the outside.

"IT" rune around the circle and tags a player who leaves
his place and rune in the opposite direction. When the two
finally meet at the vacant place, they take hands and pull
each other away from the opening. The only advantage in

returning to the opening first is to secure a better position
for pulling. The unsuccessful player becomes "IT" in a new

game.

GRADES 4-6

TETHER BAIL (8)

PLAYERS: 2

EQPIPHENT: 1 tf.ther ball (tennis or volleyball size)

AREA: Playground or gymnasium

DIRECTIONS: The object of the game is to wind the ball around the pole.
The person on the right (0) hitting it to the right, the
person on the left (X) hitting it to his or her left, which
ie in the opposite direction. The winner ie the person who
first winds the ball around the pole within the "WINDING AREA."

Variations: May be played in any °combination of the following:

1. Played as singles, or as doubles.

2. Played with bare hand or fist, or
paddles, either forehand or backhand.

3. Played using a restraining circle three
by five feet, a restraining line through
center, no restraining circle or line, and
using different length of cord.

SOOR1PDs In the upper grades scoring may read 5 for inside circle, 3 for
middle circle and 1 for outside circle.

(8S. next Page)
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GRADES 4-6

TOM/ TIDDLER1S GROUND

PLAYERS: Any number

EQUIPMENT: None

DIRECTIONS: The playing area is divided tly a line into two equal parts.

One space belongs to "Tommy Tiddler" and the other to the

players. Ono player is chosen to be "Tomgy

"Tommy Tiddler" etc ads on his side of the line and cross it.
All the other players are on the other side of the line, and
venture across onto lamy Tiddler's" ground, picking up gold
and silver. "Tow Tiddler" may tag any person or player on
his ground, anyone tagged changes places with him.
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GRADE 5

CAPTA/N BALL (1)

PLAYERS: 20 (twenty)

EQUIPMENT: Ball

AREA Gymnasium or playground

DIRECTIONS: There are ten players on a team--five basemen and five guards.
Basemen occupy circle in their own territory. The guards are

at liberty to run.

The captain& of the teams toss for choice of end, or of receiv-
ing first. The game starts by throwing the ball to the 'center

guard of the team winning the toes. The rules and fouls are as

in the current Girl's Basketball Rules. At the beginning of the

eecond half, players chang., aides and positions: the basemen at

North end of court become guards at South end, so players always

have basemen at same end. Other team receives the ball at the

beginning of the second half. When the guard gets the ball, he

works it down to. his basemen. When a baseman gets it, he throws

it to another baseman, preferably to the center circleman. Baee-

men should not throw back to guards, nor should guards necessarily

try to throw to center circleman, but to any baseman for a score

is made only when a baseman, passes to a baseman, never when a

guard paaele to a boatman.

SOORING: One point ie scored when a baseman catches a ball thrown by his

own baseman. TWo points when the captain (center circleman)

catches the ball from his baseman. The ball goes to the center

only at the beginning of each half. Game is played in ten minute

halves, with 5 minutes between halves.

PLAYERS:

EQUIFtorr:

AREA:

DIRECTIONS:

rr-

GRAtal 5

GIANT VOLLEYBALL (1)

12-36 Two even teams, one on each side of the net

Ball-giant volleyball or cageball, 18" in diameter

Playground or gymnasium Volleyball court

U4 regular volleyball rules, vetth these exceptions:

1. Two Mode may Le used for the serve, and
another player may help the ball over the net.

2. The server stands with both feet behind the
boundary line and in the center when serving.

3. Any number of hits may be used by a player in
trying to get the giant volleyball over the net.

1,.
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PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

AREA'.

DIRECTIONS:

SCORING:

PLAYERS:

EQUIPMENT:

DIRECTIONS:

59

GRADE 5

COAL SOCCER (1)

127-36

Soccer ball or rubber ball which may be kicked.

Soccer field or playground where stationary vaIs
may be used.

Two equal teams, players on each, team are numbe:ad.
The fielding team spun themselves along the 25 yard
line. The kicking players stand behind the end line
with the first player on the starting line.

One kicks the ball, which is on the end line between
the goal posts. He then attempts to run to base and
back to the 'goal before the fielders on opposite team
can successfully dribble and kick the ball through the
goal, putting him out.

There are three outs to a side. Theplayer next in line
for the kick acts as goalkeeper, when 1 is kicking 2 is
the goalkeeper, etc. The goalkeep has privileges of
a regular goalkeeper. (He may use his hands to stop the
ball or may pick up the ball to throw or kick it.) The

game is played in innings. The team With the most points
at the end of an oven number of innings is the winner.

Fouls: To touch the ball with the hands (except the goal-

keeper.) If samone touches the ball, the runner ie safe

and a point is scored.

If the runner successfully reaches the goal before the ball
enters the goal, a point is scored for his team.

GRADES 5-6

BASKETPALL (2)

There are 5 players on each teem, a center, 2 forwards
and 2 guards.
Basketball; whistles, goals, pennies.

To start the game, the'r4 tosses the ball up between
the two centers who stand in the center circle. Each tries
to tap the ball to One of his own players. If the ball goes
out of Winds it's tossed hp again. 'A center player may nJt,

touch the ball until another player has touched it.

The object of the gene 14 for each team to work the ball
down the court and make a basket in its goal. The ball
may be thrown with one or both hands, passed, batted,
bounced, dribbled or rolled. A player myna stop dribbl-
ing and then start again, nor may he take more than one step
with the ball. 4'/:!
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When a basket is made, a member of the team scored upon
throws the ball in from out of bounds under that goal.
The ball is started at the center only at the beginning
of each half of the game.

Personal Fours: Tripping, holding, charging, pushing,
and touching an opponent.

Penalty For A PersonnLful: If a player is fouled upon
while shooting a basket, he gets 2 free throws, otherwise
only 1 free throw is awarded. The player fouled upon is
the only one who may take the free-throw. If he makes or
misses the bAsket, an opponent throws the ball in from out
of bounds under the basket.

Violations: Kicking the bail.
Running with the ball.
Causing the ban. to
go out of bounds.

Stepping into the free-
throw lane during a
free-throw. Dribbling
a second time.

Penalty for Violation: An opponent throws the ball in from
out of bounds at the point on the
sidelines nearest the spot where the
violation occurred.

SCORING: 2 points for a basket made in regular play.
1 point for a basket made on a free-throw.

GRADES 5-6

BASKETBALL (2)
.... .

GIRLS

PLAYERS: There are 6 players on a team.

EQUIMENT: Basketball, 6 pennies, whistles, goals.

DIRECTIONS: The object of the game is for the players on one team to
get the ball in their own basket and to prevent the other
team froM getting the ball into their basket.

There are 3 forwards in one
Any one of the forwards may
remain in their own half of
shoot.

4

half and 3 guards in the other.
act as Center. Players must
tLe court. Only forwards may

The referee puts the ball into play by tossing it up between
the two center players. : Each tries to tip it to a player on
her team. Atter the ball has been tipped, neither jumper may
touch it until it has been touched by another player or hits
the floor.' "."

.
,

She ball may be bounced or thrown from player to plajer.

, r.4
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Foulil: Touching the ball while it is in Possession of a
player, pushing, tripping, blocking, charting and unsports-
manlike behavior. : .

Penalty for 4 Foul: One free throw to be taken by the player
fouled if a forward, 'or a person chosen by the captain if a
guard ie fouled.

ViolaUons: Bouncing the ball more than once. Causing the

ball to go out of bounds. Stepping over a zone line. Rum-
ing with the ball. '

't

Penalty fora ViolatIon: An opponent takes the ball out of
bounds at the point nearest the place where the foul occurred.

After each score the ball is put in play by a jump-ball at
the center of the court.

' If two opponents catch the ball at the same time, it is
tossed up between them by the referee.

After each basket, the scoring team should rotate clock-
wise eo that players get a chance to play other positions.

.
. ,

SCORING: 2 points for a field goal
1 point for a free-throw

WADE 5-6

ELEMENTARY VOLLEYBALL

PLAYERS: There are 12 players on a team arranged as indicated in the
diagram holm The plater on the right in the first row is
the server.

A A

-7>
f---

B
B Ps,> 13

EQUIPMENT: One volleyball, Net.

DIRECTIONS: The. object of thigame is to htt the bill over the net in
such a 'Manner that the opponents cannot return it

To start the game, the server moves to the right rear of the
court. The server Oen hits the ball over the net with an
underhand pass. The opponents try to return the ball, with
an overhand or underhand pees, it player may not hit the ball
twice in succession. The ball may only be hit three times on
any side before it goes over the net.

0'81
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In order to be a, legal serve, the ball must completely clear
the net. If the bail goes into the net it is an illegal
serve and the ball goes to the other team, who puts it into
play by serving. If it touches the top of the net and goes
on over, the serve must be done over. However, if this
happens after the serve, it is legal.

If.the ball goes out of bounds on the serve it goes to the
other team. If the bail goes out of bounds during play and
serving team we the last one to touch it, a side out is
called and the ball goes to the other teem. However, if
the-team or,site the server is the last. one to touch the
ball a point goes to the serving team.

Poulc are as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

S.

Letting tho ball
Hitting the ball.

Hitting the bail
Touching the net.
Hitting the hall
Hitting the ball
Letting the.. ball

Assisting on the

hit on your side of the court.
out'of-bdunds:
more than once in succession.

.
.

more than 3 times on a side.
into the net:
come to rest in the hands.
serve.

Penalties are as tollowq:

1. A foul by the receiving aide gives a point to the

serving team. .

2. A foul by the serving side constitutes "breaking a
serve" and the ball goes to the other team.

Only the eerv'..ng team may score. 21 points is a game

The serving team rotatee (indicated in the diagram on
Page 54) immediately before'each turn at service. In
order to keep the players informed of the score the
server'announces the score each time a serve is made,
Putting his-Own score first.

/ GRAMS 5.6

KICKBALL (2)

PLATERS: 10 on a team --2 teams.

EQUIPKERT: Soccer ball

AREA: Center field

DIRECTIONS: There are ten players on a team, a catcher, a pitcher,
three basemen, two shortstops and three fielders. For
fewer players, the abortstopa may be eliminated. For
more players, additional fielders may be added.

Players take their places as indicated in the diagram
on page 56.

r)
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The first player on Team B stands behind home plate and
attempts to kick the ball (rolled to him by the pitcher)
into the field and then run to first, second and third,
and home bases before being tagged by fielder, hit below
the waist with a thrown ball, or "thrown-out" at base.
To be "thrown-out" a fielder with the ball in his possene-
ion must tag the base before the runner gets there. If

this occurs on second or third base the runner may attempt
to get back to the base he left if it is unoccupied.

If four balls are pitched which fail to go over hose base,

the ball is plaLA on the base and the kicker is allowed

a free kick.

If a pitched ball crosses home plate and is not kicked, a

strike is called. Three strikes constitute an out. After

three outs the teams change places.

The pitcher should roll the ballin such a manner that it

will not bounce and will roll over home base.
, .

To be a fair kick, the ball must land within the territory

whtch is bound by an imaginary line from home through first

base and from home through third base. A foul ball is counted

as a strike unless it would make a third strike. .ifter two

strikes a foul ball does nut count and taken over.

SCORING: 1 point for each person crossing bone plate safely.

- X
Left Field

X
Left Short Stop

Third Baseman X

.aura

X
Second Baseman

X
Right Field

X
Right Short Stop

X Catcher
; ,T

: tt
i!"
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GRADES 5-6

MEYER BALL

PLAYERS: 2 teams of 10

EQOUNEXO One basketball

DIRECTIONS: There are 10 players on each team, five are forwards and four
are guards, which stand in the opposite half of the court. A

captain stands in a threw -foot circle at each end of the court.
(Flayere must remain in their own half of the court.)

The object of the game is to get the ball to th:v CaptAin (01A
forward standing in the end circle.)

The referea puts the hall into play by tossing it up between
the two players. Each tries to tip it to a player on his/her

team. After the ball has been tipped, neither jumper may touch
it until it has been touched by another player. The ball may be

thrown or bounce-passed from one player to another, the guards

attempt to intercept the ball and get it to a forward of their

own team. The forwards try to relay the ball to the Captain or
get it to another forward mho might have a better opportunity.

If two players get possession of the ball at the rams time, a

"jumpbalP occurs. If the ball goes out of bounds, it is thrown

in by an opponent of the player who touched it last. A goal may

not be scored on a throw -in.

Fouls: Touching the ball while it is in the possession of a

player. Pushing, tripping, blocking or charging. Unsports-

manlike behavior.

Pena.ty: One free -throw to be taken by the player fouled.

Violations: Running with the ball. Bouncing the ball more

than once. Causing the ball to go out of bounds. Stepping

over a sone line.

fora Violation: An opponent takes the ball out of
bounda.at the point nearest the place where the foul occurred.

After each score the ball is put: in play by a jump-ball at the

i,centsr of the court. Extra players will stand out-of-bounds at

the center line and rotate in when their team scores, or ball
r. a : goes out of boUnds.

, .

SCORING: If the captain receives the ball from a forward he scores a

point for his team. If ho receives the ball in a long throw
frOm one of=his guards he does not score a point, but he may
attempt to throw the ball to one of his forwards or back to
a guard.

(See diagram on noxt page)

4
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l'estr

1 Ina

Captain

PIAIRRS :

EQUI RCM :

DIRECT/CM

_
Goal

(Forwards

oxoX
ox

00X
OX
o X.
0 X

- Guards

Captain

Subs

GRADES 5-6

SIMPLE SOCCER

2 teams of 8

E--- Restraining
Line

Soccer ball, colored arm banes cr pennies for means of
identifying terra members.

LAch team has: one goal keeper, three guards, and four
forwards stationed on one halrof the field Mown ( in diagram
on next page).

After the throw-in from center field, by Whichever teem has
been designated to start the game, players may go any place
on the designated half of the field. All throw-ins are made
with a two hand overhead throw, with both feet on the ground
and together. ' %*!

tr. : .

The object of the game is to kick the soccer ball between
the opponents goal post, not sou but jatbun.

Players advance the ball by dribbling. They may play the
ball with any part of their body except hands and arms.

The only time a player may 40, their hands is on a throw-
In Av.

4
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If a player touches the ball with his hands or arms, a
player on the opposing team gets a fres kick from the
center of the field. Othar fouls are tripping, pushing
with hands or arms, rough play and poor sportsmanship,
each giving a free kick to the opposing player who was
fouled. If the ball goes out of bounds, an opponent with
a two-hand overhead throw, tosses it back into the field.
A goal cannot be made on a throw-in. The bal must be
played by a team member first.

The job of the goal keeper is to keep the ball from going
between the goal poste.

The job of the guards is to get the ball to his forwards
on the other half of the field.

The job of the forwards i3 to get the ball between the
opponents goal posts.

SCORING: One point is awarded when a player gets the ball between
the opponent's goal poets. After .me team has scored, the
other team puts the ball in play again by a throw-in at the
center of the field.

In orde:. to keep the players informed of the score the goal
keepers will announce the score each time a goal is made,
putting his own score first.

AREA:

A
A A A
BBBB
AAAA

B B

60
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BUCK WALK (13)

'FORWARD ROLL (13)

THE OSTRICH (14)

CRAB WALK (12)

RABBIT HOP (72)

61

STUNTS

KINDWARIM_

Deep knee benito squat position. Hands on hips or

tucked under armpits. Walk V.thout raising hips.

Stand with feet well apart, knees bent. Place hands

on the ground close to the feet. Lean over, tuck the

head under so that the chir is on the chest. TEktng

the weight first on the hands, go over carefully until

the back of the neck and shoulders can take the weight.

Then roll over.'

Children bend body at the waist, grasp the ankles keepinp
knees as stiff as possible, and walk forward.

OBE!

Sit down, take the weight on the hands and feet, and walk

backward, forward or sideward. Do not let the body sag.

Bend the knees deeply, extend the anal and place the hands

on the floor in front of the body, without moving the hands,

spring forward, bring the feet to the hands. Extend the

arms, place the hands on the floor in front of the body anti

bring the feet to the hands. Repeat immediately.

CHICK WALK (12) J Walk with the knees deeply bent. The arms are oataide the

thighs and the hands Are clasped in front of the knees.

I: . :1,,; t , . r ! swim

't t

HIM KICK Pupils stand erect and try to kick their feet as high as
their heeds.' First right and then left foot.

HEMMING wonm

DUCK WALK
Pi!

C7A3 *LK '

.11';

The weight is supported on the hands and toes, with the

body teeing the floor. The student first walks his feet

up to his hands, keeping the hands stationary, then walks

his hands amst-froi feet. Knees may not be bent.

Doep knee bend, hangs on knees, walk forward in this

poiitian." Platte hands beL,nd back, palms together,
fingers pointing backwards to make a duck tail.

Students quack like ducks.
ro.c?v,i (;:r;

frOm Squat position each backmardc and put both hands

'flat on the floor without sitting domn. With head, neck

and both bt a itrtightlim, and beck toward the floor,
ruf"r irdk. , '

'68
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CHURN TPE BUTTER

'4UIE KICK

FROG HAND STAND

FORWARD ROLL

Beek to back, elbows locked, number 1 bends forward
from the hips, number 2 springs from the floor, leans
back and lifto feet frem the floor. Repeat action with
number 2 bonding forward. (Have students of equal size.)

The child stoops down and places hie hands on the floor
in front of his feet so that his arms are the. front legs

of a mule. He lowerp his head like a mule, and support -
ing himself entirely with the front legs, kicks out with

the hind lege.

Squat down with hands flat on the floor, elbows inside
and pressed against the knees. Lean forward slowly,

trail eying the weight, of the body onth the hands and
allows, until the feet ewing clear of the floor. Keep

head well up and point toes backwards. An additional

stint may be performed by leaning forward, touching the
head to the floor, thns forming a tripod.

Place the hands nn the floor. Bend head foard, chin
touching the chest, back round, roll forward on the
neck and back keeping the body in the shape or .-... barrel.

Grasp the ankles while coming up to position of Attention.
The roll may also be done without the use of the hands.

BACKWARD ROLL Stauding etrai4ht, drop to a squat position, then roll back-
ward in a ball, keeping 'le head well forward during the
roll to avoid bumping it. .Use the hands to aesiet in complet-

ing the roll. Stand on the finish.

CART WHEEL

? ;

. ,

From the position of attention on the mat, jump to a side
stride poeition Owes about one foot apart sideways) swing
loft arm through the sidemard position to upward, right aril

remains at right side. Swing left aim to sideward position,
right arm to upward position, bend trunk to the lest swing-
ing right leg sidewards and upwards. Support the body weight

on the left arm sue left foot swings from mdt. Continue the

circle sideways, feet spread and overhead; supporting the
body weiglat,on.the right amok then on right leg; then or

both feet to erect position.

TANDEN .Ons..ehild A,.gets down on hands and feet. Another child B,

E ,,:;11 eits.aktrids his ehoUlders, leant over, and places his hands

t.r/J ,v,nc.t1", on the grounCin front of A. B then puts his insteps on A's

n ,,.back over the, hipsr Land 3't this position they walk.

iari4tionr 1Whon three or more children walk in the position

tAj,1;j q )1q, as 401.4r00 aboes,!the stunt is known as the

AJ! of al .c.POielq, /

WliEblIMUCIOW Two nhildien perfOri this stunt. One child bends over End
$44cas hiOfnd on:the floor in front of him. Ths other

rn 44,J-,:t d:LW ./17/
huoly th4 114!to mid lifts,his feet from the floor.

In date-posilicii.t4oy walk fcomerd, the bottom sue en his
-hina»'and the ether on his feet.--
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CHINESE GET-UP Two children sit on the floor back to back with knees
bent and elbows hooked. Both children should be about
the same iliac to balance each other. Both children begin
to rise to a standing position by pushing against the
lower back of the other child. They then lower themselves
in the same way without moving their feet.

IRON BALL Child sits on the floor with the knees drawn up close to
the body. Puts his arms between and under his legs, link-
ing the fingers togetler in front of his ankles, as shown
below. Hold securely then roll, falling forward onto the
lower leg of one side, and back to a sitting position.
Continue rolling without stopping. Care must be taken to
start the roll by going forward, rather than dropping to
one side.

ROCKMG HORSE Child lies on the floor face down. The arms are stretched
back so that the ankles can be grasped. With chin up and

hands holding ankles tight the child rocks tack and forth.

INCH WORK Take the weight on the feet and hands, face downward, with
tne body parallel to the floor. In this position the elbows,

back and knees are straight., Without bending the knees, wal
op to the hands taking small steps, then walk forward on the
hands until the body is fully extended and again parallel to
the floor. Repeat in a continuous rhythm, walking alternate-
ly with the feet and with the hands.

PULL -UP

STUNTS

- :,:, GRADES 3-6

Stand with feet comfortably apart. Hands on hips. To a
count of 1, 2, bend the knees until the body is in a sitting
position and return to beginning position. Repeat.

Bar parallel to ground and just hie., enough so that the

Children's feet do not touch the ground. Child sutra up,
. _

4 or is helped, and grasps the bar. While keeping his body
straight Ae pulls himself up until his chin is well above
the bar. Then he'lowers his body to the beginning position

10 1", and repeats.

PUSH -UP Support the weight on the hands and feet, facing downward,
keeping, the body straight. and aleist parallel to the floor.

cf ,L' Keep arms straight'and.shoulders wide. apart. Prom this
position bend thgvelbows until the chin touches the floor.
Body should remain straight. Without pausing straighten
the elbows and return to the starting position and repeat.

4kr., 1-.7t .

SIT-UP Lis'on floor on back.' Clasp hands. behind the head. Legs

ct 7 straight Using the stomach muscles pull up into a sitting
!., position.' Lie back and repeat..

i qtr *.;

.;
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WAY BACK Stand with feat slightly apart, hands on hips. Tc a
,:unt of 1, 2, 3, 4 bend the body forward and touch

(1) Straighten and place hands on hips. (2)
bring arms up and throw elbows backward as if trying
to touch them behind the back. (3) Return to beginning
position. (4) Repeat.

STUNTS

GRADE 4

FORWARD ROLL :'-' Described under Grade 3

BACKWARD ROLL Described under Grads 3

CART WHEEL .Peacribed under Oraie

HEAD STAND Lraw an ecrIlateral triangle on mat or ground. Have
the student place his hands on to points of the triangle

'And his forehead on the third, he then walks his hips up
as high as possible, keeping the back straight. He raises
first:one leg and then the other to gain an inverted position.
The'back in arched evenly, hips and knees are locked, and the
toes pointing up. The weight's kept slightly off balance
toweird the hands. The student comes down by bending at the
hips. (Student helpers may be used or students may work in
pairs.) .

JtKP STICK Stand, holding stick horizontally across the front of thighs
by grasping with hands about eighteen inches apart. Use

overhand grasp. Jump forward over stick without touching
c! ,Oi letting go: 'Do' the same stunt backwards over stick.

Jt; .\ *.
HAND STAND . i:Stand.vith onMfoot forward, anatto side. Knees of forward

foot flexed slightly and rear foot lifted as trunk bends
,'!!1 and arms rout toward the met.or ground. La -hands

tow* mat,-ttatforward foot pushes .oft from the floor and
(-:..bath legs are lifted. .,Foroe.of the push oarries hips over

5 the toad.sothat-performer is in an inverted position. In
;a<;-r. -ordiorAo'maintain halms*, head. should be up. Return to

stund br reversing procedure: _(Kay work with partner or
helper.)

EREE-DiP , 17;4T Stand On,one;footi'graspinglhe other foot behind the
.:.baok.withtheoppoeite hand, ..Try to -touch bent knee to

floor'and return tOmtendine position without losing

SIDN ROLL The pupil throws himself sideways as he falls, helande
:-,-forvhis.fbot.emd haul& at the same time; this bivaking-his
.r.r fall. ,The.hend and.knee'sre immediately turned in to

avoid in3ury The shoulder is turned under and the child
rolls over on his back with legs extended. As he rolls
onto his face again, he brings his knee up and ends in a
kneeling po4t4041
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DOG ROIL

BACK SPRING

65

Three children on hands and Liees on mat abOut three
feet apart'. The middle child rolls to the right at the
saws time the child on the right leaps over the middle
child and rolla. The child on the left leaps over the
rolling right person. This continues until signal to stop.

One boy takes a position on the &odnd on his hands and
knees. A second boy from the side throws his hands on
the ground near the, first boy, and turns a forward roll
over the first boy's back. The boy under raises his back
slightly pet as he feels the first boy going over him.
This may be used as training for the handspring. (Use

helper or epotter.)

STUNTS

- GRADES 5-6

HAND SPRING ... Take a short run and a hop, bend at the hips and place
the hands on the mat, shoulders wide apart, fingers point-
ing ahead,, elbows elightaY,bant, at the sane time kicking
the leis up and over the head and pushing hard with the
arms' rind arching the back. Bring the legs underthe body

.. and allow the knees to bend to cushion the lnnding. Spotter

should be. used. -

; ;: .

aA" lies flat with his knees arawn up and his feet firmly

: planted tin the floor. "B" rtes and places his hands on

the knees of "A".and does a hand spring. As he goes over,

.00:aasists by brazing the back of "B" and giving a slight

push'if necessart.
. , .

NECK AND SHOULDERS The pupil lies antis back and then raises hi &% feet and

STAND hips until they are as nearly perpendicular over the
shouldera as possible. The weight is balanced by the

upper am with the hand braced against the back.

KIP UP The pupil lies on the mat, then places his hands over
his head with the palms on mat. The legs are brought

up and back until he is partially in a neck and shoulder
stand, the legs are whipped forward, the back is arched
and the hands push up simultaneously the pupil lands with
his knees slightly bent to cushion the landing. Pupil

may go into forward roll or handspring if desired.

MAXIM Come in msny shapes, sises and forms. Children should

be allowed to put to creative use the individual and
couple stunts they have learned. They should be allowed

and encouraged to create their own pyramids and given an
opportunity to show them to the rest of the class.

NUL CLICK The heel click it done bp/ jumping into the air from the
side straddle position clicking the heals together rx>re

than once it possible.

KNEE SPRING

,
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LNDIAN WRESTLE Two players lie on their backs facing opposite direct-
ions, side by side, with adjacent arms locked. At a
signal, the adjacent legs are brought upward and inter-
locked at the knee. The wrestle consists in trying to
force the opponent to roll over from his position.

HAND; KNEE, "A" lies on his back, knees bent, feet flat on floor,
SHOULDER legs spread, arms reaching forward and up. "B" stands

BALANCE between "A's" feet, places his hands firmly on "A's"
thighs, just abnve the knee and leans forward so that
"A" can grasp his shoulders as he kicks his feet up in
the air. "B's" legs should be straight, toes pointed,
back arched.

ANGEL STAND Partners stand close together, facing the same direction,
"A" in front "B" in.teck, with his feet spread apart, knees
slightly bent. "B" places his hand 'n "A't" waist. "A"

grasps "B's" wrist. "A" springs up and places hie feet on
"B's" thighs, with his knees bent. W gradually leans
forward spreading his arias sideways and straightening his
knees. "B" at the same time, lets his bards slip down from
"A's" waist and grasps his knees to support him.

STOMACH BALANCE "A" lies on his back with his rotes bent to chest and his
upper arms meting on the floor, elbows bent at right angles.
"9" stands in front of "A" and place:, ''A's" feet flat
against his (B's) abdomen. He then places his hands on
"A's" hands and springs up end forward as "A" straightens
his knees.' "B's should strEighten his knees, point his
toes, arch his back, hold his head up, spread his arias
sideXarde and balance in this position. To recover, "A"
bends his knees and "B" drops back into a standing position,
"B" then leant forward grasps "A's" hands and pulls him up
to standing position.

(:).:1

;t roc,
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HOW DO YOU DO, KY PARTNER? (12)

MALE 1

How d'you do, my partner?
How do you do today?
Will you dance in the circle?
I will show you the way.

Starting Formation: Partners in double circle with inside hands joined
all facing counterclockwise. Boys form the inner
circle, girls on the outside.

Measures: 1-2 Boys bow to partners

3-4 Girls curtsey to partner*

5-8 Partners shake right hando, then
turn to face counterclockwise and
join left hands. With both hands
joined they wait in readiness to
Skip through Measures 16.

1-8 Skip with partner singing, "Tra, lay
la, la, la." On the last two measures
the boys move forward to the next
girls ahead to repeat the dance with
a new partner.

How D You Do My Part- Her How Are You TO - Day

br._AM MIMI MIR --- III =O VONIA--1IIIIIIIIII 1
MIN IMP =MANI" UM 1111,1111111 Oral": MI 511/1/111M MINI =Mr_AMIDIE I

IiIramws mir.IMO MEM eswaia.Aimr a IMI/JIM/NiN1 =WM irimr
4 111/11111111111111111MWM Or: Mir

Will You Donee In A Cir Cl. I Will Show You The Way



SHOEMAKER'S DUCE

GRADES 1-2

Starting FormationDouble circle, partners facing, boys on
the inside circle and the girls on the
outsid6.

Measuree: 1. Wind the thread; Holding the fists in front
of the body, roll one fiet'around'the other
three times.

2. Reverse the direction and repeat the action
of Measure 1.

3. Tighten the thread: Jerk the fists apart
two times.

4. Clap out hands together three times.

1-3. Repeat the aAion described for Measure
1-3.

4. Tap the pep: Tap W. fists together
three times.

5-8. Boy takes girl's left hand in his right,
and they skip in '",,he circle counter-
(leckwise.

Repeat the above.

Mlwr

414 geogiraMi
NM! MIR NINIBMIN/M1
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100HY LOD (7)
,

GRADE3 1 -2

1. ;horns is sung first and players walk or skip in circle with
hands joined.

2. As each verse is sung, children act with the wordo, Chorus is
repeated after each verse.

tHORQS AS SHOWN

Verse 2: You put your left hand in, etc.

Verse ',!! You put ;;our right foot in, etc.

Verse 4: You put yOur left foot in, etc.

Verse 5: .You pIrc, your head way in, etc.

Verse 6: You put your whole self in, etc.

Here we go Looby Loo, Here we go Looby Light,

Here we go

Verse:
MMEIVAU - :111M

MIMOVAMPIIMM amummimmommmomminimm
NIMINFEVIIIIMINNINg=11111===11111111111101111LIMAILIMINIORMIllMilli MNIINNIII. 1111411 MMUS' SCE

:1" AU on a Saturday night. You

give your right hand a ehake,ehake,ehake, and Turn your-self a- bout

7 9



CHIMES OF DUNKIRK

GRADE 2

'

FormRtion: A single circle, boys and girls alternating, is formed.
Partners face each other with hands on own hips.

Measures: 1-2 All stamp not too heavily) left, right, left.

3-4 All raise arms over head (so that faces can be
, seen between the arms.) All bend bodies sharply
to the left and clap hands over head; bend to
the right and clap, bend to the loft and clap.
This represents the ringing of the town's bells.

5-7 Partners take each othies hands with arms
extended sideways. Starting with the left
foot, they run in a small circle While turn-
big their partners once around.

8 Players run forward on the last measure and
secure a new partner. . I

The dance is continued until the music ends.

III KM WEI MI 11 Weill IN=
a. soma:am wmtm.r.ammer;

milmommiam
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DID YOU EVER SEE A LASSIE? (5)

GRADE 2

Victor Rectdrd No. 21618; and No. 45-5066 (Album E 87)

1. Did you ever sec a lassie, a lassie a lassie?

2. Did you ever see a lassie do this way and that?

3. Do this may and, that way, and this way and that we;;,

4. Did you ever see a lassie do this way and that?

Formation: Children forma single circle with hands joined, boys
and gi::Se alternating. A leader is selected to stand

in the center.
.12:,1 `it; .V

Description: Homing t.'right or left, all sing. During the sing-
ing of lines 1 and 2 the center player decides what
action to.ehcwthe others.

During lines 3 and 4, the circle players stop walking and skipping
and imitate the action of the leader. Movements should be rhythmical.
The use of larger,' vignouh'iovemante bush as bending the body forward
and touching floor with hands, jumping high into the air, clapping
hands under a raised leg or running in place should be encouraged.

At the end of the verse the center player selects a new leader.
The amlection of boys by girls and of girl: by boys should be
encouraged.

,amivaINNOMMIWNWIA
MI MUM 211111 IN kairMarMC=

14 11011. MEOW WI XXI Mil MI MOS A
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A-HUNTIN WE WILL GO

GRADE 2

Line 1. Oh, a-hunting we will go,
2. A-hunting we will go; -:. -%

3. We'll catch a fox and put him in a box,
4. And then well let him go.

Formation: 1. Sete of two parallel lines, not more than six
players. Partner face each other, boys on one
side"and,girla on the other side.

2.- On first 2 lines of song, head couple joins
crossed hands and slides down center to foot
of 1:-1. Other couples sing and clap hands
to ti,k rhythm. On 3rd and 4th lines, head
couple siidee back to position.

3. Song is repeated. During repetition, head
.coUple drops bands, and eaCh one skips out-
aide. of hit own line to foot, followed by
players in hie own line. When head couple
meets at foot;- they join hands for an arch,
and other players skip with partner under arch.

4. Second couple becomes new head couple when
original head couple stays at foot of line.
Game is continued until each couple has bean
at head of line.

75
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'SULLY IS THE MILER (ENGLISH) (12)

GRADE 3

Jolly is the miller, who lives by the mill,
The wheel goes around with a right good will.
One hand in the hopper, and the other in the sack,
The right skips forvard and the left skips back.

Starting Formation: P,'rtners in a double circle, facing count-
clockvise. The boy is on the inside circle
holding his partnorie left hand in hi c right.

Measures: 1-6-- , As the first three lines of the song are sung,
all walk,00unterclockwise around the circle.

a:

7-8-- On the last line, each boy skips forward to
take the girl ahead Zor his new partner; at
the same time, the girl skips in place or
moves slightly backward to meet the boy.

wompr.dg mownrado-maimmemmocallelimmONIMINMP11Mill1111110 IIIII Mailimam wow mow sr NEam am= marMMINMANIRawl MB OM IIIPJ
... tr,

Jol- li is the )1il-ler lives by the Mill, The Wheel goes round with a
d will one ...is

io&=17.111.9nstowi-..mum sus mom gm ammoINIIIIrrs Erer OM ME 11//r _
0111MIIIIMIIIIINIMMIIMIMPP-Tio 111111111M Cil won MM=

arlbgra IMME11111111111.11 MI MN salfIMMO Mill MI WIN
1g IIMIPZ NM MIR =MI

(
Hand in the Hop-per and the Other in thi'Satk, The right Skips for-ward and the

left Skips back. ;,,-:
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GOOD MORNiNG--KNOCK I KNOCK!

The player who is "IT" site with his face in his hands (or blindfolded)
and with his back to the other players. The leader motions to any other

player who disguises his voice and says, "Good Morning,
.11

The "IT" replies, "Good Morning ," naming the player whom he

thinks spoke to him. If the "IT" does not recognize the voice, the player
may repeat his good morning until the "IT" has had three guesses. If the

"IT" can name the speaker he may be "IT" again and another player is chosen
to speak. If the"IT" cannot name the speaker in three guesses, the speaker

becomes the new "IT".

MAriation--Knock! Knock! this is played like "Good Morning" except that the

player knocks on the floor behind the guesser and when asked who is there,
replies "It is I" disguising his voice as best he can.

ERASER PITCH

Place a wastebasket in a convenient place from which a throwing line may be
established, treat tun to fifteen feet in distance. Players take turns, each

throwing three erasers consecutively from the throwing line to the wastebasket.
One point is scored for each eraser that goes into the basket. The player with

the highest score at the end of the playing time may be declared the winner,
or a set number of points may be established and the first player to win that

score wins.

FIND THE LEADER

Players stand in a single circle facing center. One player is asked to leave

the room. Whil!, he is out a leader is selected from among the players in the

circle. The loader starts any motion he chooses with his hands, arms, head, or
feet which is limmediately initiated by the other players. The child who left

the room returns and as he watches the group change from one motion to mother
following the leader's change, he tries to find the leader. Players should

make every effort not to be obvious in their observance of the leader whose
gradual changes of motion they follow. The leader, too, should help to confuse
the guesser by looking at any other players as if he thought they were leaders.

The "IT'' is allowed three guesses to find the leader. If unsuccessful he Mlle

be "IT" again until he has had three turns, after which he selec's another to

take his place. This game is most successful when played by approximately ten

to fifteen children.

SALESMAN

One child, the salesman, has ten objects which he "sells" to ten people in the

room. AA soon as a player buys (selects) an object he immediately puts it out

of eight. When the salesman has sold everything, he tries to buy them back.
If he remembers correctly what each buyer bought, he gets the object back again.
When he has collected all objects another player becomes the salesman. The

leader records the number of mistakes in collecting the objects.
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SIMON SAYS

Players stand with fists closed, thumbs up. The leader stands in front
and says, "Simon ears, Thumbs up" or "Simon says thmbs down" and turns
his thumbs up or down accordingly. Players do likewise. Should a player

turn his thumbs down or up when the leader says only "Thumbs up" or "Thumbs
down" he.le out of the gama.,.,,,

-*...41,7?,C;$
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ltatiaum Utilitition of Ties and'Spose t,!.r

The physical education period should be a fascinating one in movement

for all students. Instructors must remember to take interest in the

children it they expect them to take an interest in the program.
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The following are suggestions for possible maximum utilization of
time during a class:period.

1.. Going to and fpm Class

a. If possible, classroom teacher should have the children lined
up and ready to go.

b. Use the nearest exit to playground.
c. Have the children go quickly but safely to their destination.

2. Roll taking '

a. Maybe done during exereisee. -

b. May be done after school by'aecuring-J
an abaentee'sheet from the office.

The recommended basic physical requirements for a well-
rounded physical education program include the following:

1. An indoor facility (playroom)

a. 2000 square feet
L. 15 to 18 feet high

2. An outdoor facility (hard surfaced court.)
, --

a. 65 feet-by 100 feet
b. 10 feet between courts

r,c.- 5 fiet'botween court and'eidelinee.

3. rlayfield--The size depends on the number of teasting
'-'1 stations needed:- .364:Why 360/,:is Seeded for one teach-

ing

4. Outdoor apparatus area.

5. Track and field area.

6. ':Adequite.sforageSrea.....

How the instructor uses the area is largely up to them.
;.,,:;1114'instrectorshould.he sure that: they are getting the

maximum usage oitt-of-th(varea,for their prograsifs sake,

D. Plmmaing theTailY Lomb for Matimutaltffeetiveness .fq.
,,!

In preparing a daily lesson plan, combined efforts of the isiotructor
and child should be'Sonaideradi. This' type'of plan stimulatsemore
interest and'reeults'ibloorthy:ekOetienceaih grogp dynamics. Con .
sideration of space, equipment, weather, size of class, and differtnees

in individual skill: and techniques should be carefully regarded.

An example of a daily lesson plamAn physical education is outlined below:

1. Or .101011141 rAT; h I '.%.1 ft;
2.. Specific 7.objectites

3. 2130 'allotment: v

-.4?7
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al

a. Primary (30-45 minutes), ,e

b. Intermediate (45..50 minuteS)

Activitiee '

a. Type
j b. Time allotment

o. Equipment used

5. Procedure

a. Intrdduction
b. Class Organization
o. Demonstration
d. Teaching hints
e. Participation in the activity
f. Evaluation and follow-up

6. Outcomee nusired

a. Skills
b. Knomisdge
o. Attitudes

E. How to Teach Skills in fhyaicai Education Classes

It is important that learning'of the various skills in the
elamentary school be sccomplished. The reasons are as follows;

1. The practicesOttor Skills contributes toward the dynamic
physical fitness ,and organic development of the child.

2. The development of gaMe-akills, beginning in thifirst grade
will promote better participation and,uderetanding of
activities as the child paeree from, one:grade-livel to
therret

3. The "deve1opMent-Of4timUMleValSOf skill has social and ,

emotional inplicationis for the individual." The skills learned
in physical education classes provide an outlet for wholeaome
physical activity in childhood as well as adult life. Physical
activity also provides an outlet from everyday tensions and, uorry.

Children should be 4404,d to organised sports with rule modifications
for the various age gro1404At is necessary that the instructor under-
stand the principle of learning :Oadinesi. The child mikes rapid gains
and enjoys the activity re if he is ready to learn.

I n a d d i t i o n tort;rie6ai'joiey:A;rt.'Skills, sUch Walla as jumping, climbing
acrobatics and rhythmic endeavors can bet.aught by. social unit: stunts
and tumbling, challenge (ob44414) °Ours.,..

,

Outlined below is a sample progivon for the. teaching of the major _sport
skills.

6

(LA1. First and Second Oradea

a. One of 44114 that may be taught in the primary
'404dei 4 hindliand mogoise the different kinds of balls.
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b. The skills of bouncing and catching a ball may btu taught
through relays.

n. There are various games which first and second graders can
play, such as "Call Ball" and "Square Ball" which teach the
skills of throwing, catching, and quick response.

d. Advanced second graders may be allowed to practice basket
shooting.

2. Third Grade

There are many games which can be played by the third grader
as lead-up games to the various major sports. It might be

done with the following procedure in mind:

3. Exercises

a. Have the children set up in lines or squads with line
leaders.

b. Have an exercise routine that is organized.
c. Have exercise leaders.

4. Activities for First,Second, and Third Grades

a. Make all games interesting to students.
b. Stop game when they are enjoying it the most.
c. Give as many children as possible a chance to

be "IT" or the leader. -

d; Do not force an activity on a child.
e. Give the children a little time to play on their own.

5. Activities for Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grades

a. Have an' established program. . . -,

b. It'is good if eich'Class has a round robin schedule.
o. Select captains and rots-;,.1 them during the year.
d.' It is helpful to give sad' child a set of rules.

6. Cleanup ro ,F

Children should know where to line up.
b. Children should know where equipment is kept.

Emphasise to the child that the sooner the
c.f,dq above-Are'carried out, the more time they

will have 'to pi*.

7. Recommended Physical Education Time per Grade Level ,

t: ,? ,
t,

a. First grad 30 minutes A

b. Second grad '30 Minute '

c. Third grade---7------t--30. minutes
.d. Fourth' minutes
e. Fifth grad 3, minutes
f. Sixth minutes

It is important,to use the space wisely and efficiently. Every
effort should be made to tbatIlie area is well-equipped with
the basie-etsentisle the instrUathr feels are desirable.
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The following are suggestions for keeping the crea in maximum
usable condition.

1. Keep area free from harmful debris (rocks, sticks, eta.)
2. Watch for depressions in the soil.
3. Periodically inspect all apparatus for repairs.

4. Avoid overworking any particular area.
5. Inform the children how each facility is used.
6. Be sure each child knows how to use facilities safely.

a. Demonstration by the Instructor
b. Trial and practice by the children
c. Praise, correction by the Instructor

The lead-up games Which are useful

a. Kick pin or Kick bell.
b. Norewigan ball or Long base. This may be played by kicking

a soccer ball, throwing basketball, or batting a softhA1.
c. Newcomb Ball for Volley Ball. This ie excellent practice for

throwing and catching. NEVA should be low.
d. Various relays are used in third grade to teach the children

how to handle the balls. Dribbling, throwing, and catching
all can be incorporated into relays.

e. Dodge ball is an excellent third grade game. Children at
this age like it, and it involves the skills of throwing,
catching, and dodging.

f. Though a little small, third grades can learn some organized
sports such as basketball through the use of various lead-up
games that teach the skills of shooting, dribbling, passing,
etc.

g. Third graders can be held amoag the different groups, and the
children will surprise themselves with the number of baskets
they can make.

To sum up tho skills which can be taught to third graders:

a. Running d. Batting
b. Passing and catching e. Basket shooting
c. Dodging f. Dribbling

The Physical Education director should keep in rind that the teaching
of Skills in the third and fourth grades muto be made especially interest-
ing, as children of this age are not necessarily athletically inclined,
and are in a transitions] period of growth.

3. Fourth Grade .

In this age group the skills are best taught through participation.
Fourth graders are mature enough to be exposed to the modified sports.
Individual practice of skills should be presented first, keeping in
mind the procedure of demonstration, trial and error, criticism and
correction. The Fourth grade program is as follows:

''1

a. Flag football for boys f , '

b. Soccer or Kick Pin. As in the third grade, the lead-up games
can be taught first to teach and practice the skills involved.

c. Newcomb Ball--this is a fun game and children enjoy it because



they can do it well. After the skills have been practiced and
the game introduced, a little class tournament can be held to
introduce enough competition to make it interesting. Volley bell
can beattempted toward the end of the unit, if the director thinks
that they can play it,well enough to enjoy it. Just as academic
subjects must not be "over the heads" of the children, a Physical
Education Director must be sure to gear his activities to the skill
level of the grJup.

d, Basketball--these skills are 1.,aught by relays, and individual
practice. After the skills and rules have been presented, lead-
up games, such as side-line basketball can be introduced. Fourth

grade girls and boys should be given the game itself, with modified
rules. The principles of fouling, sportsmanship and teamwork, are
all taught hex--6 in connection with the skills. Basket and foul-

ehooting contests may be conducted teaching the skills of shooting.

seftball--The main skills in softball are:

(1) Running
(2) Throwing
(3) Batting
(4) yielding

. .

These skills Should ioci practiced for at least two weeks at the beginning of
the softball season. For more:effective teaching, divide the class into
emaller.grouPs, each group practicing a different skill. They learn quickly

by doing...:Xou may combine skill practice with actual game play..

4. Fifth awdSixh Grades ..

,
.

The various skills have been presented in the preceding grades. However,

sometime shoule be spent in their practice and perfection. This is done by

a. Relays irivol4ing various skills.
b. Demonstration, trial) error, praise and criticism, and correction.

c. The actual pllying of the game.

In these grades, there should be enough competition to make the students
look forward tcipach new sport. ,,rt ,

The Jlementari:yfars are the.formative.years. If the principles of effective
teaching are followed by the P.B. Teacher we can hopefully assume that learn-
ing for the sake of learning will be instilled in the pupils minds and that
they will carry this on through all the remaining years of their education.

Techniques For Teaching Skillet :

1. Know the akill,thoro4hli before attempting to teach it.
2. Makeolear ,concise explanations.

3. Adopt the :kill to meet individual differences.
4. Explain the need for the Skill.
5. Develop skills froa simple to complex.
6. Rays a "warm, up period."
7. Dal-castrate skill when at all possible to do so correctly.
8. Inii4 on taking turns orderly. L

9. Teach the group to respect the whistle.
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11

11

11

11

II

11

10. Enoourage good performance.
11. Avoid excessive fatigue.
12. Correct errors when they first appear.
13. Provide opportunities to practice the skill
14. Keep safety in mind at all times.
15. Evaluate the skill, your techniques, and the clue

response after completing a skill.
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RESOURCES

FOR SECTION III

1. Hagen, W. V., Dexter, G., Williams, J. F., Physical Education is

ikAlamentari School. Copyright 1951
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IV. Evaluation Of The FbyPical Education Program

A. Physical Fitness Tests

Physical fitness, while not the only objective of the physical
education program, should be -me of major concern and importance.

It is difficult for us as teachers to demand that our youth become
Physically fit; however, we can motivate them into wanting to do
things that will improve personal appearance and body functions.
To put it simply, our job is to try to make then want to do what
we feel is beet for them.

There can be little objection to the development and widespread
use of physical fitness tests; but on our eagerness to develop
and use new testa, we must keep them in the proper perspective.
Testing ie only one of the many devices the physical educator
may use to measure the effectiveness of his program. Physical

fitness tests used in the proper manner may be an invaluable
aid to the teacher in helping the student to assume responsibility
for his physical worth.

B. Skill Tests

The fundamental skills of movement are basic to all games and
antivities in which the child will participate in the physical
education program. If the child masters these fundamental skills,
he will be able to undertake and enjoy the more complicated skills,
in later astivitiee.

The following list of skills are basic and should be emphasized
beginning with kindergarten. Only the degree of performance
proficiency will vary with age and development of the individual.
The basic skills are walking, running, skipping, hopping, sliding,
galloping and jumping, leaping, throwing, catching, bouncing a ball
kicking or batting a ball.

Listed below according to grade level are skills that should be
developed and means of testing the development of these :skills.

1. Grade 1

a. Use of balance beam

(1) Walk from one end to the other of a balance beam
without falling off.

(2),Walk to the end of the balalrIce beam, turn around
and walk back without stepping off.

(3) Walk to the middle of the beam, turn around and
walk back.

b. Bouncing a ball
-

,

1) Bounce a ball a given number of times.
rn2) Bounce a ball with either hand or alternate hands.

41
BOUM) a ball to a partner. Vary distance.
Bounce a ball and control it within a certain area.
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(5) Bounce a ball, clap hands and catch it.
Increase number of claps between bounces.

(6) Bounce a ball and catch the ball to a
rhythmic accompaniment.

(7) Bounce a ball while running.

c. Throwing and Catching

(1) Toss a bail into the air and catch it after one bounce.

(2) Toss a ball into the air and catch it before it hits
the ground.

(3) Toss a ball against the wall and ,ch it on one bounce.

(4) Toss a ball underhand into a basket at various distances.
Start at six feet.

(5) Roll a ball from ten feet and hit an eight and one-half-
inch playground ball two out of five tries.

Kicking

(1) Be able to kick a ball with either foot.

e. Jumping

Jump over an object knee high.
Jump from one foot to the other about.1O or 15 times
Jump several times over a winging rope.
Jump short self-turned by tmo other players.
Jump long rope turned by two other players.
Be able to turn a jumping rope for others.

Running

(1) Be able to run without falling down or running into others.

2. Grade 2: LmproVement of all skills learned in Grade 1

a. Balance beam - -walk from one end to the other of balance beam
by heel to toe method; turn around and walk back.

b. Bouncing ball--be able to bounce a ball and swing alternating
legs over the ball at intervals.

c. Catching and throwing

(1) Starting at ten feet, be able to catch a ball
thrown from partner, and to return the throw.

(2) Be able to throw a small ball or bean bag through
an 18 inch opening from a distance of five feet,

'increasing distance as akin increases.

(3) Catch and throw a smaller

d. Jumping:

(1) Run and jump over a knee-high object.

(2) Use,a &Ingle jump rope and progress
forward, alternating feet.-

' (3) With rope in motion, be able to run
in and start
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e. Running

(1)
(2)
(3)

! -

Run with other children without hitting them.
Run around circle and turn. in at given points.
Be able to start, stop, go right, go left or
backwards on Command. ,

f Striking a Ball;

(1) Be able to hit a ball with your hand while
ball is travelling in a circular motion.

(2) Bounce a ball and hit it with fist.
, .

3. Grade 3

a. Balaiwe Beam

(1) Walk across beam backward and forward without
stepping off.

b. Catching'*:,'

1). Be able to catch d ball thrown over a net.
(2) Catch different sized balls throM from

various distance s .

Throwing

(1) Throw an eight and one-half ball a
distance of 15 feet using a shoulder throw.

(2) Throw a softball 20 feet with a fair degree
of accuracy.

d. Climbing
)

(1) Chin self at least once.

(2) Climb a mere or pole to a height
j'..'14ef at least five feet.

e. Climbing (girls)

1'41 ;" (1) Fleeeed 'Aim hang 10 seeonde.

(2) Be able to climb a rope or pole
to a height of at least four feet.

f. Dribbling and Dodging

1) Be able to dodge another runnar trying to catch you.

''A- ) l' 2) Dodge ball wheh throWn by other players.
'' ''''°'.. 3) .BeCable to dribble Or bounce ball without looking

directly at it:'' 24':7-: 7-''-'''.-1
.,...f.x!41 f :.''. !.,D cr..TDtiL ri>. ;A:' i ' irt-:..t a ,I.::0 i . c.t'l 1.''..

!, ...4 1, ha- Awin'', !'ic , jf..-11Y.1 ti, if c,1 (:. ..,.! (9
Ja111'07 41.42 ,_ ,,Ani.4; qcvt '01-0.'i i,..!, ti: ,.1 i,,i)

(1) Be able to jump single and double rope as it is
turned at various speeds.

(2) Be able to jumili.over a rope or bar placed at
various heights..
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h. Striking

(1) Hit with a bat a softball pitched from
various distancel.

(2) De able to bounce and hit a ball with
either hsnd.

(3) Be able to hit a ball swung in ,a circular
motion with either hand.

. Running

(1) Be able to run from 30 to 50 yards with good form.
(2) Be able to run and jump over a swinging rope.

Start at 6 inches and increase height.

4. Grade 4

a. Balance Beam

(1) Perform all previously listed skille.
(2) Walk balance beam, touching back knee

after each step.
(3) BalanCe on one foot and then the other.

b. Catching and Fielding

(1) Use progressive distance end be able to catch a
softball thrown from 40 feet.

(2) He able to catch a batted ball in air and on the
ground.

c. Climbing

(1) thin self at least twice (boys).
(2) Climb a rope to a minimum of 6 feet (boys).
(3) Flexed arm hang at least 30 seconds (girls).

(4) Climb a rope to a minimum of 5 feet (girls).

d. Dribbling
, ( .

(1) Be able to dribble a soccer ball with either
foot a distance of 40 feet. _

(2) Be able to dribble a junior else basketball
30 feet or more with either hand.

e. Jumping

.:-E KA% able to jump a bal' 2 feet or higher (boys).

..;:
2 :. Be abls to long jump 5 feet or more from a

rUnning start
stand(

, ::,
3 ETtroadri;e2pe:1111:g 28 inches orimoreb(bogl.le

(girls).

5 Stand and broad jump 24 inches or more (girls).

'i JJ: = 'e , ,..E,:vc,l, t:',- s1.141,-; --0, ,-.4',, r t..;)
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f. Kicking

(1) Kick a soccer ball on the ground a distance of
20 feet ard between two points 10 feet apart.

Running
Of,z

(1) Run 40 yards without undue exertion.
(2) Be able to run 100 yards at own pace.
(3) Be able to move in a'iy direction on

command while running.

h. Striking

(1)' Be able to hit a 12 inch softball into fair
territory, three out of five times. Slow
pitch from 20 to 25 feet.

(2) Using an Si, inch playground ball, be able
to hit with either hand a distance of 30 feet.

i. Throwing

5. Grade 5

Be able to throw an 8i inch playground ball,
overhand and underhand a distance of 20 feet
(girls) and 30 feet (boys).
Throw a 12 inch softball 40 feet (girls) and
60 feet (boys).
Pitch a softball underhand in the strike zone
3 out of 6 times.

. Balance Beam
r [ ; .

(1) All previous skills
(2) Walk be extending foot backward after each step.

. .,.
. .. b.' Cal,thing -'-. r 1! ,-; T

-.,e..i ? :; A Jr..-.i. ,..7, . ..' - . .'.3 .

":1 . (1) Be able to catch a ball rebounded from a wall
r 'iz, ', (tennis ball) when thrown by self or other player.

c. Climbing

1

)

rope
Chin self 3 times (boys).

2 Climb a pe to minimum of 7 feet (boys).
3 Flexed arm hang, 9 seconds (girls).

4) Climb a rope to a minimum of 6 feet (girls).

d. Dribbling
t ':.(it't,.,!ir Z. t: :',''' ., , .

(1) Be able to dribble a soccer ball a distance
of 60 feet kesping it under control.

(2) Be able to make different movement while
dribbling a basketball.

- ir.,'! ;.-'.., -v.:.).tc...5 yt, :.-,.., ; r..=i r
.:;.', ',,, trY:',7'.'.1 ,,,..:* , t, .!.
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e. Jumping

(1) Jump over a bar of 30 inches or mo:ce (boys).

(2) From a running start, broad jump 6 feet or more iboys).
(3) Standing broad jump 36 inches or more (boys).

(4) Stand with feet flat on floor. Establish a mark
on the wall by reaching up with one hand extended.
From squat position jump and touch eight inches
above established mark (boys).

(5) Standing broad jump 26 inches or mere (girls).
6) Jump a rope at various speeds (girls).

f. Kicking

(1) Punt a soccer ball 20 feet (girls).

(2) Punt a soccer bail 30 fest (boys).

g. Running

il) Be able to run 50 yards at full speed.
(2) Be able to run at least 150 yards

setting own pace.

Striking

(1) Hit a softball into fair territory 4 out of 5
times when pitched from a distance of 30 feet.

(2) Serve a volley ball across a legal height
net beginning at a distance of 12 feet.

i. Throwing

(1) Be able to throw an 8 inch playground ball
a distance of 30 feet, for (Elrle) and 40 ft.
for(beye) 1

(2) Throw a softball a die:Ance 50 feet (girls)

and 70 feet (boys).
(3) Pitch a softball in the strike zone, three out

of six times. Girls, 25 feet and boys, 30 feet.

(4) With softball be able to hit a target from 15 feet
i(girls) and boys 25 feet, four out of six times.

(5) Pass a junior size football from a distance of
20 feet through a rubber tire one out of five times (boys).

(6) With a junior size basketball make three out of six
baskets from any engin not exceeding six feet.

6. Grade 6

a. Balance Beam

(1) Wilk beam sideways while playing catch with a
softball with a partner.

b. Catching

(1) Catch softball above and below the waist 1Jile
moving to the left, right, forward or backward.

9_9



c. Climbing

(1) Chin self at least three times (boys).

(2) Climb rope to a height of 10 feet (boys).
(3) Flexed arm hang, 11 seconds (girls).

(4) Climb rope to a height of 7 feet (girls).

d. Dribble

(1) Dribble a soccer ball a distance of 40 feet
while passing three obstacles.

(2) Dribble a basketball, changing directions on
command. Use either hand.

e. Jumping

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

High jump 40 inches (boys).
Running broad jump 7 feet (boys).
Standing broad jump 40 inches (boys).
Jump 10 inches above extended mark on wall (boys).
Jump rope with proficiency at any speed (girls).
Standing long jump 30 inches (girls).
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f. Kicking

(1) Punt a junior size football or soccer ball 40 feet
or more with enough accuracy to be caught (boys).

(2) Be able to place kick a :Junior size football 40 feet

g. Running

(1) Be able to run 60 yards at full ape
(2) Set own pace and run 200 yards.

h. Striking

(1) Hit five out of seven wellpitched softball in
fair territory. Girls from 30 feet, boys from
35 feet.

(2) Serve volleyball into opposite court and above
61 foot net from 15 feet.

i. Throwing

(1) Throw a 12 inch softball 35 feet (girls) and
BO feet (boys).

(2) Pitch a softball into strike sone three out
of six times from a distance of 30 feet (girls)
and 35 feet for lop))
Use a junior size basketball. Girls should make
three out of six times. Boys should make four
out of six from a distance of 6 feet or less.

(4) Paes a junior size football from r. distance of
25 feet to'i moving partner accurately enough
to be caught 3 out of 6 times.

(3)

(boys).
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C. Knowledge Tests

Evaluation in physical education cannot be complete without the use
of knowledge tests. The result offers the teacher an opportunity to
appraise status and progression of the group or individual, to mark,
and to indicate instructional weaknesses in terms of the mental
accomplishments.

Knowledge tests may be classified into two groups.

1. Standardized--These tests that have been scientifically
constructed and possess an accompanying set of norms.

2. Teacher - made --A test you might make up and minister
to your classes.

Principles For Writing Test Questions

1. The important aspects of the subject matter should be
covered in the same relative proportion that they were
emphasized in the instructional unit.

2. Directions should be explicit.
3. Ambiguity should be avoided.

4. A large number of items should be included.
5. Stereotyped determiners should be avoided.
6. Statements should bs brief.
7. The distribution of scores for the examination

should approximate the normal curve.
8. Trivial items should not be included

Types of Questions

1. Recall questionsLimits the answer to one word or one phrase.
2. Reoog,ition questionsThose used are:

a. Matching
b. Multiple choice
c. True -Falls

Criteria Used to Evaluate Tests

1. Reliability and objol"..e.ty

a. Both refer to colviLli:cucy of the measurement

of any given tet.
b. To determine reliability, one examiner is

involved; objectivity, two examiners.

2. Validity --asks the question "Does the test measure
what it intends to measure."

GATOA BAIL TEST

1. What is the object of the game of Gator Ball?
2. Usually from to players on one team.
3. A regular Gator Ball game lasts___Jminutes.

4. What is the penalty for fouling?
5. The three ways to score %re:

101 s'. !
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6. You put an out of bounds ball back into play by a
7. If two players knock the ball out of bounds at the same time,

how do you put the ball back into play?

THE NEXT STATEMENTS ARE TRUE OR FALSE

8. You may kick a fly ball anytime.
9. You may kick the :all anytime.'

10. You may pass the ball anytime.

11. A kick over the goal line is worth two points sometimes.
12. __At the beginning of the game the defense is 10 yards back.
13. The ball that is used is called a Gator 8a11.

* Each answer in questions 1-7 is worth ten points.
** The True and False questions are worth five points apiece.

ELEMENTARY SOCCER TEST

1. How many players play on one elementary soccer team?
2. Name two types of balls that can be used to play this game.

3. What is the object of the game of Elementary Soccer?

4. You can only score points when your team is

5. Name three ways your team can score when they are serving.

1.

2.

3

6. Name three ways to lose your serve.

1.

2.

3.

7. On your paper there were five things for you to
practice and I want you to name two of them.

1.

2

* Each answer in question 1-7 if worth 8 points apiece.

D. USE OF EVALUATION CHICK ][)

Evalu*tion is broad and comprehensive. It contains many techniques

to be used jointly by the individual, the teacher, and the group as

a whole. Evaluation also assists in showing the teacher where he or
she is going, how and by what means he or she is going to reach the
objectives.

). Evaluation chart for Games, Kindergarten through Grade Three.

Scoring Keys Satisfactory ,S-_ Improved--I-- Need Help --NH --
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Subjective evaluation

Does he show good sportsmanship?

Can he adjust to defeat?

Does he control his temper?

Does he accept decisions?

Does he play fair?

Does he follow directions?

Does he participate actively?

Is he a good leader?

Is he a good follower? .

Can he :skip?

Can he dodge and throw?

Objective evaluation

How many times can he catch a ball,out of 10?

How mafly times can he throw a ball?

Now many times can he jump a rope
without missing?

103

SCORING

i

1

1
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EVALION CHART MR TEAM SPORTS, INTERKEDIATE GRADES

GORY

Snortemanakin -'

.
.

.

4 ;
.

Gets along well with others

Plays fairly .

Accepts officials' decisions

1

Ze-01L alI

_

.

Plays for team, not self

Good Loser ,

Understands rules

Good winner
I

.

PArggratic Attitude
i

Helps others learn skills
,

Encourages others

Cooperated
. ,

Ltgazaliiin
.

.

Knows the Job to do

Does a good Job

Plans oell

Pollowership

4

. _

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

___..i....._____4---1___.
.

. .
,. ..

. . .
. _ ..

Helps settle disputes

Takes suggestions

Takes proper turn

2ptional Growth: i,.,... .- ..;;,-. -.--.

. .

.-f

- --i'. _:,
Accepts defeat

Respects rights of 1..there

Pealing of success

., 81f-control - ..-1 r ..: 7

..

- .` . '
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3

Walk

Run

Jump

Hop

Slide

Gallop

Skip

Clap

March

Polka ,

Waltz

EVALUATION CHART FOR RHYTHMS and DANCES

MAVPMPTItil to MnRin

. _

Two-Step

IV. Evaluation of Program Results

SCRING

In evaluation of the program these questions should be considered.

1. Is each child bettor in scme way because ho has partiCipated ir the progam?

2. Is he a better sport?

3. Does he use good judgement?
L...

4.. Is he a good leader? ,
.

, .

-

5. In he a good follower?

6.' Is he happy and enjoying the activities?

7. Is he always finding excuses to stay away from
....:1, the physical education class?

8. Has his over-all physical skill development improved?
i

1
i

9. Has his over-all social development improved?
1 ,

10. Is he more emotionally stable?

- - RESOURCES ;

Bucher Charles A. and Evelyn N. Reads: Physical Education And Health in
the latolumanry A.<41onl, The Memillen Company, New York, 196449.203,206,203,

910.
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V. TEACHING AIDS

A. Books and Phamphlete

1. Adams, Georgia S. Measurement and }valuation, New York,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 1964

f. Blake, 0. Winiam and Anne M. Volp, Lead -up Games to Team Spouts.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1964

3. Dam, Victor P. Elementary Children Through

FALIkA.....ckJoatjan, 2nd Edition, Minneapolis: Burgess

Publishing Company, 1965.

4. DeWitt, R. T., TeaWLmchIndividualandTeamSrts, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1953

5. Fait, Pollie F. Physical Education for the Elementary School
chlk, Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders CompAny, 1964

6. Gesell, Arnold, and Frances Ilg, The Child From Five to Ten,

N. Y. Harper and Row Publishers, Inc. 1964

7. Miller, Arthur and Virginia Whitcomb, Physical Education in the
Elementary S hcol Curriculum, 2nd Edition, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963

8. Miller, Kenneth (editor) Physical Education Activities, Dubuque,
Iowa: William C. Brown Company, 1963

9. Nagel, Charles, Methods Guidebook for the Eleyentarx Classroom
Teacher, Palo Alto: The National Press, 1957

10. President's Council on Youth Fitness, Youth PhagisgEipess,
Washington, D. C.: t. perintendent of Documents, United

cr States Government Printing Office, 1961

11. Radler, D. H. and maven C. Kephart, 6.111.99121hE2MEL.125X, New
York: Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc., 1960

12. Sehon, Anderson, Hodgins, Van Fossen Physical Education Methods

for Elementary Schgals, 2nd. Edition, Philadelphia: W.B.

Saunders Company, 1953

fraiglijameadujusalets and booklits

1. The Healthy School Child, John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Life Conservation Service, 1931. Free.

2. The Health Bulletin (Monthly) North Carolina State Board of Health.

3. Literature on Adenoidi and Tensile, Chickenpox, Diphtheria, Eyes,
Flies, Measles, haakwoms, Influenza, Malaria, Pellagra,
Scarlet Fever, Small-pax, Teeth, Tuberculosis, Typhoid, and
Whooping COUgh, 'forth Carolian State Board of Health. Free

101P-
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4. What Eve' TtagarELVALLIcnow About the Condition of Her
A10113, by J. D. Rogers, U. S. Department of the Interior, Office
of Education, Pamphlet No. 68, 1936, 36 p. Order from United States
Government Printing Office. 5 cents.

5. The Relation of the School to Mental Health of the Average Child, by
Jessie Taft, National Committee for Mental Hygiene, 1936,15p.15 cents.

6. rehaviiv Problems of School Children, National Committee for
Mental Hygiene, 1931, 20p. 15 cents.

7. .0.114LWA2119001, by D. A. Thom, U.S. Children's Bureau,
Publication 143, 1937. 107 p. Order from U.S. Government
Printing Office, 10 cents.

8. Air and Sunshine, National Tuberculosis Association, Distributed
by state Tuberculosis Association, 1932. 15 P.

9. Whv Sleep? Sleep helm Children A2N, U. S. Dept. of Labor,
Children's Bureau, Folder No. 11, 1935. 8 p. Free.

10. Teanhing Unit on Good_Health and Good Manners, Distributed by

State Tuberculosis Association. Free.

11. 1114LkfautkallPhild. the Dull. The Bright. & the Special]
Talented, by George D. Stoddard, Child Welfare Pamphlet B,
Iowa Child Welfare Research Station, University of Iowa.

12. Safety* Teaching in the Modern Salmi, National Safety Council,
Education Division, A brief outline of methods and materials,
7 page. Free.

13. Ave Hazards in Play, by C. Edith Kerby, National Society for
the Prevention of Blindness, 1934. 12 p. 5 cents.

14. American Dental Asiociation Department of Dental Health, 212
Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois, Stories and Pamphlets.

15. agyrican Federation of Organizatione for the Hard of Hearing,
1537 Thirty-fifth St. Washington, D.C. Posters, Pamphlets,
Monthly publications and reprints.

16. AMIA(In flout 4222idil2Q, 50 W. 50th St. N. Y. Pamphlets,
reprints, educational material for Exhibits.

17. bilk Reeearch Council, 22 E. 40th St. N. Y. Pamphlets, reprints
and Posters.

18. A_NtA, Design for Teaching DentAllealth in Etorida School.
Bulletin 7, 1963. State Dept. of Education, Tallahassee, Fla.

19. betterliegitalullgrafilLaillsen, Bulletin 4-E, 1957, State
Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida

. 20. A GuideAtegth Proaram in Florida Ighgq11, Bulletin 4D, Revised
1964, State Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida.
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B. Films, Filmstrips, and Phonograph Records

1. Basketball Fune,Aentals, Sound Film 13 minutes. Coronet
Instructional Films, 65 S. Water Street, Chicago, Illinois

2. Batting Fundamentals, Sound Film, 11 minutes. Coronet
Instructional Films, 65 S. Water Street, Chicago, Illinois

3. Beginning Baseball, Slide Film, Athletic Institute, 209
South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

4. Beginning Basketball, Slide Film, Athletic Institute,
209 South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

5. Beginning Volleyball, Slide Film, Athletic Institute,
209 South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

6. Soccer--The Universal Game, Hollywood, Panamerican Films,
5356 LaMirada Avenue, Hollywood 27, California

7. Softball Fundamentals, Sound Film, 13 minutes, Yotnig
America 18 East 41st St. New York 17, N.Y.

8. 1966 Catalog of Phonograph Records and Filmstrips for
Classroom and Library, Kindergarten to Grade 12, Educational
Record Sales, 157 Chambers St. New York, N.Y. 10007

C. Supplies and Equipment

Adequate supplies and .'quipnent are essential to a good program
of Physical Education. While these are usually bought through
funds set aside in the regular school budget, there are other
means of securing certain items. Handmade equipment produced
by school fathers has proven very successful. Often the P.T.A.
will purchase supplies and equipment with money made from school
projects. Such items as jump ropes, Indian clubs, bean bags, etc.,
are donated to the school.

The care of equipment is very important. The items should be stored
in a cool, dry place in an orderly manner. All equipment should be
marked and should be issued by the Physical Education Director, squad
leaders or other appointed persons. An inventory should be taken in
the fall and in the spring of all school equipment.

The following is a list of supplies and equipment necessary for an
adequate elementary school program.

1. Balls

a. Footballs (junior size)
b. Soccer, official
o. Soccer, rubber
d. Volley, official
e. Volley, rubber
f. Basketballs, official
g. Basketballs, rubber
h. Softballs -

i. Utility belle, ei inch, 10 inch.
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D.

2. Sof0all gloves, bats, bases.
3. Beanbags

4. Indian Clubs
5. Jump ropes

a. Individual ropes, 6 to 8 feet
b. Long. ropes, 12 to 25 feet.

6. Record player and amplifier
7. Tape measure
5. Volleyball nets
9. Piano

10. Ball inflator
)1. Blackboard
:1.2. Bulletin board
13. Steel filing cabinet
14. Jungle Jim
15. Mats, can be 33x60 inches, 3x5 feet, or 4x6 feet
16. Stop watches
17. Marble dust and markers
18. Track and obstacle items

a. Jump and vault standards
b. Hurdles (12, 15, 18 and 20 inches)

19. Vertical and horizontal bars
20. Whistles
21. Recreational games, such as checkers, horseshoes, etc.

22. First aid supplies
23. Skish
24. Horseshoes
25. Loop tennis set

26. Tether ball set
27. Table tennis bet

. r

Facillties
. -

The term "facilities" is used to designate play areas that are
surfaced and equipped with permanent or semipermanent equipment
such as poets, blackboards, and backstops. .

The average program of elementary school physical education is
help outdoors. In .case of rain or extreme cold, it is moved

inside to the classroom, auditorium or other av:ilable space.

Some of the schools have '.sheltered areasV or structures out-
doorO where games and rhythms can be taught during bad weather.
Some schools have indoor playroom where classes can be held.
There should be at least 2000 feet of play apace with a 15 to

18 foot ceiling There should be store rooms for equipment and

two to four basketball blackboards (8i feet high).

Outdoor Play` Areas Include:

1. Hard-surfaced areas. These are.used for laeketball, volley-
ball, dancing, roller skating, rope Jumpin5, hopscotch,
individual blackboards and baskets. Thee:. areas should be

marked off for basketball, volleyball, and shuffleboard.

2. Playing fields. These are large play areas for A.N..cted

play, to games, and group games. The sizes for the
various team sports areas are as follows:

r r ;
1.0R rs
.1,



a. Soccer 140 by 280 feet
b. Softball 180 by 180 feet
c. Touch football 7"40 by 280 feet
d. Volleyball 45 by 80 feet

These are not the playing field dimensions, but rather
the area of space needed for each game.

A total area of 360 feet by 360 feet would be ample for
all playing fields. When space is limited, different
games can be played on the same area at different times.

3. Outdoor apparatus area. These are areas that contain
apparatus used mostly by childrer in the primary grides.
Some examples of this type of outdoor apparatus are:

a. Swings, constructed so that they can be locked when
not in use.

b. Sliding board
c. Teeters and merry -go- rounds
d. Climbing mazes
e. Balance 10,-,s

f. Climbing ropes

4. Track and Field facilities

1. A grassy playing field for running events
2. Special area for long jumping.. A runway

of 50 feet is needed. The pit'should be 8
to 10 feet wide and at least 10 feet long.

3. ,Special'area for high'jumping (boys only).
The pit ie 15 feet wide and 10-feet long,'
filled with sawdust and shavings from It
to 3 feet above the ground level.

E. Resources for: ,

1. Information on facilities, equipment and supplies

a. Wolverine Sports Supply
336 South State Street - '-

..'Ann irhor,Michigaft_7.1. 1

. ;

b. New York Athletic Supply Company
321 East 149th Street
Bronx, New York 10431

c. The Program Aida Company Inc.
550 Garden Avenue r', ,,

Mount Vernon, New York 3-;

4. Wurrey's Athletic Equipment Corp.
76, Franklin Street .

Xork, N, Y. 10Ca3
,-

e. 'Reoriation Equipment Corp.
724W. 8th Street

Ar.adlorsooth ladles* ; ,1,

' ''')
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f. General Playground Equipment Inc.
P. O. Box 60e

Kokomo, Indiana 46901

Florant Inc. (Ribbons, Medals, Plaques 84 Banners)
2147 S. W. 8th Street
Miami, riptide

h. Jayfro Athletic Supply Co. Inc.
P. 0. Box I065
New London Conn.

8.

2. Available Agencies and Materials

a. Aeeociation Films, Inc.
1621 D'agon Street

Dallas, Texas 75207

b. Educe,:ion Service Center
Volusia County Schools
P. 0. Box 790

DeLand, Florida 32721

c. Florida Development Commteeion
Florida Film Library
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Asegmam.
1. Bayer, Madeline Haas, nio Toasting of Elementary School,

New
.Prareed 24-21181,V5Company,

2. Bacher Charles A., Elthakind Material in Physical
Plucation an0 Nooreatiog. St. Louie: The C.V.Mosby co. 1954

3. Salt, Fax .Stevens,

algouggezza,a. 1el"12"16151""""ba
4. Spencer, Charles E. and Brown, Olive Duncan,

111
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Raleigh, N. C.

) :1
VI. POLICIES

A. Pupils' Dress

Due to the lack of dressing facilities, spirt students in the
alimentary school do not dress for physical education althf..13
dreseiug in proper uniform would add to the students' perform-
ance both mentally and physically. Most etudente learn and play
better when they are comfortable. Since many of the schools do
not have adequate facilities, the following are axes suggestions
to *Ake the student feel more comfortable during physical educe.
Lion.

1. Have student bring and wear tennis *hoes or sneakers during
physical education. Alshli change is quick.
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2. Have student wear or bring an old shirt to play in.

3. Have students wear an old pair of shorts under their
regular school clothes.

Changes in clothing suggested above could be made in the cl..dsroom
just prior to and after the Physical Education period. With the
cooperation of the classroom teacher, valuable physical education
Lima could be saved.

B. Instructor's Dress

hhen choosing his uniform, the instructor should select clothing
that is comfortable, neat and allows freedom of movement. Somo
suggestions are made below as to what might be desirable for the
Instructor's uniform.

1. The shirt should be loose fitting to allow freedom.
of mcvement.

2. The pants or shorts should be loose fitting. White
seems to be the desirable color in warm weather.

3. Rubber soled shoes (sneakers or tennis eves) are
beet: They are washable, comfortable, allow greater
freedom of foot movement, render ankle support, and
come in different colors to blend with the instructor's
outfit.

In elementary school, the physical education instructor is someone
sp3cial to the student. Thn student looks up to him. It is
ilperative that each instructor do his beet to set the bast
example possible. Good grooming and appearance 'an make a
lusting impression on your atudonts.

C. Excuses from Class

A Doctor's.recoMmenctation'to excuseiptvil from participating in
tta physical education program must always be considered valid.
While we are not in a position to quotation such excuses, we should
make en attempt to have the student participate in some manner such
as score-keeper or roll-taker, A student who is to be permanently
excused should bring a doctor's excuse every year. A written excuse
from the parent may be accepted on a temporary basis. Pupils may be
excueed on occasion at the discretion of the physical education director.
It should always be kept in mind that physical education is an integral
part of the total education of the individual and must always be treated
as each.

. Grades ,

Shall the elementary school child be given a grade in physical
education? The consensus among elon.ntary physical educators
and educational leaders seams to indicate a preference for
'letter grades. If physical education is truly a vital and
necessary part of the total educational process, it should be
thought of as a school Subject. This process usually includes
a pupil evaluation in the form of recorded marks at intervals
determined by school policy.
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How shall the grade be determined? Schools faced with limited
facilities find that shower and dressing regulations are of little
value in the determination of grades. The following guide is
suggested:

1, Performance 20%
2. 1Mprovement 20%
3. Written Work 20%

4. Leadership 20%
5. Attitude and

cooperation. 70%
r . 100% of Grade..

, ,

It is vitany important to be able to justify all physical education
grades. 'Determining grades is extremely difficult for the teacher
who does not meet each class a minimum of three times weekly. Even

then the class load may.be too great for the teacher to familiarize
himself adequately with each child.

It is felt that the grading procedure at the elementary level should
be determined by the available facilities, the length of class period
and the teacher-pupil mitt). ,We rem:men:CI that the physical education
class not exceed 30 pupils.

E. Care of the' Equipment

The greatert single money-saver in the budget is to take the best
possible care of the equipment. The general pattern for a well
organized program in taking care of the athletic equipment are as
follows:

. -

L. A storage room of adequate size
2. A good marking system
3. Issue equipment in an efficient manner
4. Educate the students to take good care

and respect the equipment.

,

Equipment Boco,:!.
,

The name or initials of the schools should appear on all equipment.
Consecutive numbering of items of one type should be done.

Checking Out Equipment

Only certain appointed personnel should be allowed in the equipment
room at any time. Students who lose or damage equipment should be
made to pay for it, or denied further use of anymore equipment.

Leather. Goods

eleivainees is a must for leather goods. Saddle soap or a
commercial cleaner can be used. Do not guess at the pressure.
Use a pump that ehoWs the. pressure at each stroke. Glycerin
abould he used on the needle when inserting it.

' 7 -,77'.f
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Anytime leather goods become wet they should be dried as icon as
possible at room temperature and never forced dried. Dur:-.11g this

time the pressure in the balls should be at normal.

When balls are stored they should never be folded or crushed but
partially inflated to hold their shape.

. ,

When storing boxing gloves they should be hung by their laces. Also
to keep them free from bacteria they should be periodically treated
with carbolic acid so not to carry infection to the ')oxers.

Wooden Equippent

Keep this equipmant away from excessive amounts of heat for heat
is woods main enemy. ,A11-wooden equipment should be either varnished
or painted, since unprotected wood rapidly loses or absorbs moisture.

Textiles .

. -

All garments should be kept clean and stored in a dry, well ventilated
roam for mildew is the moat destructive mealy of it. Also woolen
goods must be protected from moth damage. Nets should be taken in
during bad'weather and stored in a dry place. Nets that are left up
and not in use should be loosened to relieve tension.

Metal Equipment

In order to prevent rusting all metal equipment must be kept painted
or oiled.

Rubber Goods

Oil and grease deteriorates the rubber so should be removed as soon as
possibly with saap.and:water. Never use cleaning fluids and try to
keep from being exposed to heat for long periods of time.

Mats

Mate ehould, if possible, be stored flat. Never allow a mat to be
pulled or dragged across ,the,floor., Hard soled shoesshould never
be allowed on A mat. Canvas covered mats ehould be beaten often and
cleaned with a vacuum cleaner. Hata with cotton covers should be
laundered often and plastic covered mats should be washed weekly with
a mild Soap and rinsed with a cloth wrung out in clear water.

F. First Aid
. , ;_, .

In Meat schools a person or persona are designated to give minor first
aid.. Such treatment must conform with the state laws in regard to
procedure ueed. In the case of minor injuries, the student should be
Bent to the desighated pereon. The instructor should not take time
away from the whole class to treat such injuries.' Another student
should always accompany the injured to the treatment room. In case
of serious injury, the instructor shoul, administer First Aid, within
the confines of the law, and accompany the studen* to the treatment
mom. (This will.requiiv eitherreturning the class to their room or

, having the classroom teacher,tako over Notify the Prinoipal who in
turn will notify .the_ 7arons.and tho proper reporte completed.)
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VII. CLASS MANAGEMENT

A. Classification of Pupils

The physical education program offers the teacher a challenge for
good class organisation Which will not only be of asaistance to
her but will offer experiences to each child.

Complications in planning arise when groups have little homogeneity.
If pupils from several grades are assigned to a single group skill
teaching suffers and it is difficult to fit a program to individual
needs because of wide variation within the group. Adequate individual
attention is necessary because no two children are entirely alike

The quality of the program is affected by the size of the class. Wben
faced by a class of fifty with only a small space available, it is
necessary to rely quite heavily upon masa activities, such as games
accommodating large groups. A group of twenty-five per teacher
combined with good facilities permits a good deal of attention to
individuals and individual and dual activities.

Classes should be limited to thirty. Forty should be regarded as
maximum.

Terms frequently used in class organization for the physical education
program are squads, unite, groups, or teams. It ie a recommended means
of teaching cooperation, group consciousness, leadership, followership
and similar desirable traite.

Pointe to consider for good class organization are:

1. Squads may be organised in ill grades including the first.

2. Be sure children understand the values and objective of
organisation.

3. Help them develop by aiding them in assuming leadership
and followership positions.

4. Do not use squads merely for competitive purposes. This
will add to problems rather than asoist them.

5. Give them an opportunity to aid in the organization.

6. Change squads often.

7. Provide opportunities for each child to act as a leads.
at some time during the year it at all poasible.

8. Evalulte the group organization constantly.

9. Make it a cooperative experience at all times.

ST'UDENT 12ADFISHIP

The student leader mmy be selected for the first time by the
teacher but the children should be given opportunities to select
their own leader by the ol000nd and/or third week of tAth semester.
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The length of the leadership period can 'hest be pupil - teacher

determined. Rlements of leadership are superior knowledge and
ill It is importint,.h.-vver, that every child be giVen an

4portun14y to he in a key position in the dlesi several times
eich.eemeeter, either as a squad leader or the leader of some
activity.

''Duties Ot the:S4Uidleader inclUde:.

' 1. Checking the attendance of squads.
2:., Assisting the teacher in planning the

daily, weekly and temestirie program.
3. Assisting the'teacher with'demonstrations,

and helping each squad member to learn
each activity.
Assisting.the teacher and squads to evaluate
the'program.'
.Setting patterns of good sportsmanship and
fellOwehip ai.aheXamplc for the others to
follow. ' '

Checking equiPmentin and out to squad, and
-assisting in the repair of equipment.

The use of a squad leader can produce more efficient, effective
teaching. It can also enable the teacher to work more in the
role of a supervisor. As soon as possible, however, the pupils

theleadir they belieie to be'mOet qualified.

!
Squad leaderciWserve fora semester's term or be changed more
frequently. -Thelormer method adds unity to the program as well

as 1m:reseed leadership skill, whereas the latter passes leader-

ship opportunities around.

The development of leadership is one of the most important objectives
of physidel'edueation. Among the qualifications of good leadears are

initiative, responsibility, gOod judgment, diligence, cooperation,
interest, and the ability to think constructively..

4 ;C. '
In the'lowier grade's leadership qualities and techniques should be
developed during regular clisbes'hy providing opportunities to lead

games and relays to assist in keeping score, to secure equipment and
supplies, and to help the tescherin. many other ways.

In the upper grades one of the better means of developing such
qualities iethrOugh a Leadership Club. Leaders may be chosen

in several rove:

1. election by the children
2. selection by the teacher
3. :rotation 0o that all may hive an opportunity to serve

1.., The lengthlaservieVmay vary, depending upon several factors,
i.e. if one of the isjor objectives le-to develop leadership
qualities for many children, a shorter period should be used
than if stability, efficiency and better service is desired.
The number of members in a Leadership Club will vary with each
school. A general rule might be to have one leader for every
six to eight members in the regular class.
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C. Checking Attendance

1. Alchsbetical Sal. Calling out the names of the students
from the roll book. This method Mould be used at the beginning
of the year to acquaint the teacher with the children and the
way their names are pronounced.

2. Numbers. Each student is given a number taken from the sequence
of names in the roll book. Students line up according to height.
When the command "Attendance by numbers--count" is given, the
students step forward, calling out their respective numbers in
order. When a number is not called, the teacher calls and
records the number of absentee. This method of attendance taking
ie:fast, accurate, and may be used either on the playground or in
the gym:

3. Souada. Students are chosen, elected, or assigned to c...e of
four or more squads. Squad leaders record the names of their
respective squad members on cards that are given out when an
attendance is taken. In response to the °amend, "Attendance
by squads report; squad leaders in succession report the
status of their squads by "All present" or if there is an
absentee, his name is given.

D. Record Forms

Record cards and sheets on which pupils' achievement can be
recorded over a period of time can be made by each school.
These should be based.on the tests to be given, which should,
in turn, be based on the physical education program in use.

Examples are shown ct three different types of records:

1. An individual record card, on which the best score
made in three trials for each of eight events way
be recorded. Space is also left for recording the
scale score in each event.

2. A class record sheet on which the scores for a specific
skill test given to all members of a class on five
different dates may be recorded.

3. A check sheet listing specific skills on which each
member of a class has been tested. This shoat is
drawn up for primery grades, and the score or mark
should be some simple rating of performance. See
examples on following pages.

E. Desirable Class Sire

The recommended teaching load of 30 pupils provides for effective
physical education instruction. Situations in which there are
fewer or more than the reocassended number will necessitate care-
ful organisation and selection of activities.



SAMPLE INDIVIDUAL RECORD CARD

Pupil Age

Grele
Height

Weight

Event

Date
of
Test

Trial Scores Best

Score

Scale
Score

l 2 3

,
.

i

SAMPLE CLASS RECORD SHEET

Event.

Instructor

Dttecl of Trots

1 1 I 2 L S.I 3 4 1

,.. .

4

Noma
of

Anvil

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Teat 4 Test 5
Best
Score

4
. .

.

.

I
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PENT

Walk:
March time to

Music

Walk:
March

time
without

music

Walk:
March

time
accent

first beat with feet

Walk:
tobinoci

hand-clapping
and

accent
on lst

and 3rd beat with feet

Walk:
Clapping and

accenting on 2nd
and 4th beat

Walk: 3/4 time

Walk:
beats to

sne step
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VIII. The Physical Education Program in Relation to Safety. Health & Guidance

There are several areas of safety education that should be covered in the
elementary school physical education prograL. These areas can be taught
by the physical education teacher as well as by the classroom teacher.
Th;.., following areas are suggested:

A. Safety on the playground E. Safety in the water
B. Safety in the home F. Bicycle safety
C. Safety on the school bus
D. Safety on the streets

Safety habits can be taught by the discussion method or by the use of films
and other audio-visual aids. Safety education provides excellent activities
for the physical education teacher on rainy days. The lack of time makes
it necessary for most of the safety teaching to be done by the classroom
teacher under the advisement of the physical education director.

Every physical education director is a guidance worker. It is to him
that the problems of the children are brought because he has a more in-
formal relationship with the students. For the most part children are
uninhibited in their physical education clause° giving the director the
opportunity to direct their thinking and behavior habits along the lines
of attitudes, personality, cleanliness, and other important personal
qualities that need to be developed in these formative years.

The physical education director is usually the health coordinator in
the school. Although he may not have the time to do the health teach-
ing, he should coordinate the health pro-ram for the school year, in
accordance with the principal, school nwae and Gray Ladies. He should
make himself well acquainted with the health facilities of the school,
such as the infirmary, first aid supplies, etc. It may also be his duty
to see that the lighting and ventilation in the classrooms meet minimum
standards.

A conscientious health coordinator will outline the health program for
the claearoom teacher to follow. He will distribute the outline of no
units to be followed as the teacher sees fit. At intervals the health
coordinator may ask for posters, booklets, etc., from the students cover-
ing the particular unit they have just finished. Poster contests may be
held among the different age groups.

The following is a typical outline of the school health program that
might be distributed among the Classroom teachers at the beginning of
the year.

HEAlrH EDUCATION

The purpose of the school health program is to put emphasis on healthful
living, and to try to improve the child by providing him with important
facts concerning health, thus teaching him to produce better health for
himself throughout his life. The main purpose of the teacher, in full-
filling the role in this development, is as follows:

1. To see the class in terms of the individuals who make up the group.
A good feather teaches ugh:gam not only oubject matter.
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2. To understand how boys and girls grow and develop.

3. To constantly, work with and observe the children.

4. To impart to the children the knowledge of proper
health habits in daily living.

5. To so motivate the children that they will have a
strong desire to live a healthful life, and develop
a strong, healthy body.

6. To always be there to help the children with any
special health problems which may arise.

Health teaching may be correlated with many other sub3este, such
as science, social studies, etc. At least 15 minutes each day
should be devoted to health inatruction. This may be done in any

way the classroom teacher desires. I shall, however, suggest the
units to be covered, in periods of three to four weeks each. A

good health program encompasses the following units:

1. Cleanliness. Be sure to motivate the children, and
set a good example'. A daily inspection of nails,
hair, etc. in connection with this unit ie good.

2. Teeth and dental care. 'Proper care of the teeth, and
the place of the dentist in life is especially stressed.
This should be touched upon throughout the year, with
special emphasis and teaching done during dental health
wsbk, the dates of which will be announced later.

3. Clothing. This ie an interesting unit. The type of

clothing for different occasions is stressed. I have

a fashion show assembly skit which I may present in
connection with this unit. 'We want our young people
to dress properly, while at the same time keeping up
with the times and fads of our youth.

4. Food Habits. This is one of the moat important units.
Includes the proper way of eating, the importance of
A well-balanced diet, food for the over-weight, and
under-weight, the 'importance of a good breakfast, etc.

5. Sleep, rest and relaxation.
. Communicable disease control. We are especially

concerned with the common cold. I have acme good

films and poeters on this.
7. Sanitation.
8. Exercise and posture. This is one of the moat

important unite. and will be worked on constantly
by me.

9. Mental and emotional health. Concentration, attitudes,
friendliness, control, courtesy, obediency, and all are

stressed here.
10. Safety and first aid.' This, as all the other units, has

to be adapted to the grads level. The lower grades usually
deal with it the first.' -

11. The etudy of the human body. This, )f course is greatly

regulated by the grade level. The children will love this
phase of the program if presented correctly.

12. Temperance.- This includes general living habits, such as
moderation in candy, dieting pa, etc., and gives an
excellent opportunity to present the dangers of the
looking habit.

11
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There are many books in our :Abrary wch can be used in your Health
teaching program, and I tiara a great deal of material which you have
only to alk for. I will be having poster contests in connection with
several of the units, and on rainy days I will have films and filmstrips
on Health and Safety which I will show the children. Let our mote be
tillealthy Children in

IX. RELATED PROGRAMS

A. Intramural Programs

The intramural program should be based on activities taught in
the physical education classes and should be so scheduled that
every boy and girl has an opportunity to participate. Tourna-
ments may be set up for individual and dual games, both active
and quiet, as well as for team games. Pupils in small schools
can take part in such a program if several grades are included
as a unit. Larger schools can use classes or interest clubs as
a basis for team organization.

Organizing the Intramural Program

It is important that pupils take a large part in organizing the
intramural program. Committees of pupils, elected by their fellows,
should work with the teacher in selecting activities, drawing up
schedules, and choosing teams. Once the plans are put into effect
all pupils should accept responsibility for seaing that the details
of the program are carried out efficiently and for making the program
a success. Frequent change of committees, election of leaders and
rotation of responsibilities will make available to many boys and
girls the opportunity to experience the responsibilities of leader-
ship, followership, and participation in democratic situations.
Pupils can act as officials for the games chosen. Managers, appointed
or elected, should be responsible for keeping the roll of players,
preparing record and score cards, choosing time keepers and score
keepers, assisting with the care of equipment and notifying captains
of any changes in the schedules. Handicappeo aupile may take their
part in such managerial duties.

Teams

A simple method of selecting teams is by lot. The names of boys and
girls desiring to play a game are written on slips of paper and
elected captains draw the slips until the teams are made up. This
prevents the lamination that many children experience daily when sides
are chosen. For some games an effort should be made to equalize the play-
ing skill of the groups. A satisfactory method of doing this is to use
the three-point classification based on age, height, and weight. Teams
are thenmade up within the different grades or clubs so that each team
has an equal number of pupils in the various classes, thus having about
the same team strength. At the end of each season of play team member-
ships should be changed.

Types of Activities to be Chosen

Individual and dual and team games can be used for intramural
competition. Among those suitable are tether ball, paddle tennis,

122.ft,
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handball, badminton, net ball, soccer, long ball, end ball, field
ball, volley ball, basketball, speed ball, and softball. Track and
Field events may be used. Less strenuous types of activities such
as horseshoes, outdoor checker, croquet, table tennis, archery and
others may be chosen for pupils unable to take part in the vigorous
team games. These games need not be reserved for physically handi-
capped children, however, for all children should be able to play
quiet games.

B. Extramural Program

Extramural competition utilizes students, as participants, from one
or more schools. It differs from interscholastic competition in that
it provides a program for all -- regardless of skill. There are no

leagues, championships, or season eche-lilies.

Playdays, sports days, festivals, pageants, exhibitions, etc., all
are considered extramural events. Let us take a look at the first

two: F_ayday and Sportaday.

1. Playday

'Maydays differ from traditional competitive meets
of the interscholastic type in that all the visiting
players take part in number of different and varied

games on the same day. The emphasis is on the spirit

of play rather than winning.

Some suggested activities for a playday are:

a. Cageball h. Shuttle relay

b. Dodgeball i. Pyramid building

c. Volleyball j. Group stunts

d. Basketball k. 50 yard dash

e. Kickball 1. Hopscotch
f. Sack relay m. Indian wrestle

g. Potato relay n. Seven jumps

o. Virginia
p. Posture parade
q. Poster contests

2. Sports Day

Sports Day is a different type'of playday. It was
developed'in the Mid Western States. It differs
from the regular play day in that it is based on
events between representative teams of different

aohoolet. The teams are made up in advance of
players beet qualified to represent their school
in theaport in question. In order to allow a
large number of students to participate, which
is the objective of these extramural activities,
it would be wise to enforce a rule that would
permit no player to play in more than one game
of any sport. "But be encouraged to participate
in as many sports as he wants to.
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A typical Sports Day might find representative of
the schools participating in events such as these:

a. Volleyball e. Ping Pong
Basketballb. f. Dodgeball

c. Softball g. Soccer
Horseshoesd. h. Kickball

Some aspect of track could be put into a &ports day- -
50 yard dash, broad jump, etc.-- but a track sports
day alone could be en outstanding attraction by its-
self.

C. RAMS and Noon Activities:

There are times when a child may wish to engage in activitips
of his own choosing. These times present a leaned situation

for the child, and each teacher should realize this. Our

children, today, have more free time than their predecessors.
Thus, they must learn how to use this time wisely. They must

learn how to create their own activities so as to be able to

gain refreshment and release tension whenever needed. We must

educate our youth to the fact that much can be derived from

the proper use of leisure time.

Administrative Details:

During the noon and recess periods adequate facilities and
equipment should be available to the participating classes.
Proper supervision is an essential during these time periods.
Time periods should be set up as to allow for proper distribu-

tion of children on the grounds at different times. The alloted

time period shoulq .ce long enough to allow the children to play,

and also, to clean up before coming inside. Primary grades

should have their own place to play. This is a safety pre-

caution that should be followed each and every time. One

teacher per 5-75 students should be the maximum.

The noon hour lunch and recreation period should not be so
compact as to force the children to rush through lunch
Sufficient time should be allotted to each lunch. And, by

all means, schedule non-competitive activities for the
recess period as it is understood that a child needs to grow

through outdoor exercise. But let us not neglect his indoor

activitis. Eating Lunch in a relaxed atmosphere will promote
good eating habits as well as proper digestion.
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FIRST GRADE

SKILLS DEVEMPMENT & TESTING

I. Quante ViRor

A. Strengths

(1) Leg

1. Ability to do a standing broad jump a distance of
approximately own height plus 2 inches.

2. Ability to jump over a bar which is approximately
knee high.

(2) Are and Shoulder Girdle

3. Ability to do 6 modified push-ups

4. Ability to do 6 modified pull-ups
with palms turned toward body.
OR--Ability to climb a rope a minimum
of 24 inches above one's own reach.

(3) Abdominal

5. Ability to do 5 curl-ups

(4) Back

6. Kraus tests

B. Endurance (cardiovascular)

7. Enough endurance to walk or run
500 yards without stopping.

C. Speed

8. Ability to run 30 yards 2n 7 seconds.

II. Neuro-Muscular Skill

A. Head-Eye Coordination.

9. Ability to thraw an 8" ball into the air
and catch it.

10. Ability to throw an 8" ball to another
child 10' away.

11. Ability to catch an 8" ball thrown from
a distance of 10'.

12. Ability to knock down an object 6' away
with a rolling ball.

13 Ability to bounce an 8" ball and catch
it 3 times out of 5.

B. Po(A-R7.. (!..)ordination

14. Ability to kick a:utility ball 10'.
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15. Ability to kick a rolling ball 4 mit of 5 times.
16. Ability to jump a rope turned by two people 5

times in succession.
17. Ability to jump a rope turned by eelf 5 Vines

in succession.
18. Ability to run in a turning. rope and jump 5

times in succession.

C. Flexibility and Relaxation

19. Ability to do a forward roll and coma to one's feet.

20. Ability to do a backward roll and come to one's feet.

D. Rhythms

21. Ability to clap to rhythmic patterns. (To be

done alone with varying rates of epeci and direction.)

a. Forward b. Backward c. Sideward

22. Ability to walk.
23. Ability to run.
24. Ability to hop. ( all to

25. Ability to jump.
26. Ability to skip. rhythmic

27. Ability to gallop.
28. Ability to elide.
29. Ability to bounce patterns.)

a ball.

E. Balance

30. Ability to hop alternately on right and left
foot 5 times. Repeat.

31. Ability to walk on 71 balance beam (4" wide.)

32. Ability to do a standing broad jump and land
properly.(see leg strength)

33. Ability to jump and land properly.
from a height of 36".

F. Agility

34. Ability to start and stop on signal.

35. Ability to dodge moving objects.
36. Ability to chino direction as in

shuttle run.

III. Social

A. Individual Social Skills

37. Listoring to anifollowimg direction.
38. Being, alert to objeAives of games.

39. Playing with a partner.
40. Being a good leader.
41. Develop sell - control.

42. Using supplies and equiment properly.
43. Practicing the use of godd Roglish while at play.
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B. Group Behavior

44. Learning to work in a small group.

45. Learning to cooperate with teammates and leader.
46. Cooperating in carrying through group plans.
47. Admitting when tagged or out.
48. Taking turns cheerfully.
49. Accepting handicapped children.
50. Accepting children of all races.

IV. Recreational

C. In Rhythms

51. Playing rhythm band instruments to music.

52. Creating movements to rhythmic patterns.

53. Mimicing actions while listening to records
or singing.

54. Developing steps and patterns to be used as
a basis for social events.

D. In Games

55. Learning to set up own group goals.

56. Enjoying simple games in which all
children participate.

57. Enjoying simple relays.
58. Imitating actions that have been observed.

59. Playing the games learned in class during
play-time and free-time.

Do a btanding broad jump own height and 2"

Do six (6) modified pushups

Walk or run 500 yards without stopping

Run 30 yards in 7 seconds

Throw a ball into the air catch it

Jump a rope turned by 2 people S times in succession

Do 5 curl -npe

Do a forward roll to lest
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I. Organic Vigor

A. Strengths

(1) Leg

1. Ability to do a etanding broad jump a distance
of approximately own height plus 3 inches.

2. Ability to do a running jump over a bar thigh high.

Arm and Shoulder Girdle

3. Ability to do 10 bench push-ups.
4. Ability to climb rope 4 feet over arm reach.
5. Ability to hand walk parallel ladder 12 fee;.

Abdominal

6. Ability to do 10 curls without stopping,
7. Ability to raise feet 6" off floor and

hold. 10 seconds (in lying position).

(2)

(3)

SECOND GRADE

SKILLS DEVELOWENT & 17STINC.,

(4) Back

8. Ability to "mad-cat" exercise 15 times.

B. Endurance (cardiovascular).

9. Ability to walk or run. 600 yards.
10. Enough endurance to do 15 squat jumps.

C. Speed

11. Abil'.ty to increase "peed to 6.0 esconds
on 30 yard run.

II. Neuro-Musoular Skill
-fl

A. Hand-Eyi'Cbordination

12. Ability to catch a "C" ball throe by partner
10 yards away 4 out of 6 times.

23. Ability to throw softball through hula hoop
held vertically.uiintoverhand throw at a
distance of 15*,

14. Ability, to bounce a ball continually for 2
minutes with.both hands (right~ and left).

15. Ability to throw beanbag through 18" hoop
using underhand throw at distance of 1014
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16. Ability to roll ball over a 12" plate from a
distance of 15'.

17. Ability to hit a moving target with 8" ball
10' away. ' '

18. Ability to throw 8" ball 3' above reach and
catch it.

B. Foot-Eye Coordination

19. Ability to kick a moving ball 3 out of 5
times while running.

20. Ability to run around softball diamond at
full speed touching the bases.

21. Ability to run in and jump rope 10 times
without missing and run out.

22. Ability to jump rope 15 times without missing,

C. Flexibility and RelaXstion

23. Enough flexibility to do 2 forward rolls in
succession and 2 backward rolls in uuccession.

24. Enough flexibility to do a "human ball".'

D. Rhythms

25. Ability to walk to 4/4 rhythmic count.
!

26. Ability to change tempo according to music.

27. Ability to run and jump to 4/4 rhythm.

28. Ability to gallop to 4/4 rhythm.

29. Ability to 'skip with partner to rhythm of
music (4/4-2/4).

30. Ability to change directions while walking
or skipping in a circle 4/4 count.

31. Ability to bounce ball to music (4/4 -3/4).

32. Ability to elide with 4 partner to 4/4 count.

E. Balance and Agility

33. Ability to walk forward the length of a balance beam,
turn around and return without falling off.

34. Ability to skip and change directions.

35. Ability to do a stork stand for 10 seconds.
36. Ability to run and change directions.

37. Ability to hop alternately on each foot 5 times
without losing balance.

III. Social

38. To play Inlemall and/or large groups.

39. To practice good sportsmanship. -

40. ToesXsreise:respeutlor fellowatudenta
byljteventing*Yeibal injury.

41. TwaVoidinflacting hurt feelings or em-'-
bariiaSamentAci Other students.

42. To use care when using the equipment of other
children.

43. To follow instructions.
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44. To show respect for authority in any social climate.

45. A willingness to accept defeat and exercise honesty
in team sports.

46. Admitting when tagged by another student or with a ball.

47. Keeping score correctly.

48. Taking turns in games.

49. To play by the rules.

50. To be willing to help others.

51. Identification of self with group.

52. To have a wholesome group spirit.

53. To take care of all kinds of equipment.

IV. Recreational

A.

NAME

Desire Activities During Leisure Time

54. Enjoying performance of simple stunts.

55. Enjoying performance in low organization games.

56. Enjoying performance in pelf-testing activities.

57. Enjoying performance of singing games. :

58. Play games according to rules.

59. Ability to use skills towards benefit of team.
60. Ability to do basic steps in dancing.
61. Ability to participate in all recreational

activities concerned with the elementary.
child.

SKILL TEST

.

Tests given at beginning
and end of school year. c-
Individual teats which do
not have direct scores will .

be graded by teacher Using
the following fopm. ?1! 1.i

5--exce7]ent
t,.

ir-good
3--everege
2fair
1,-roor

0
cr

0

R
el 42 g.

Of
0 A
8 a

ri

aq

g* A 2

A'

13Q:
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THIRD GRADE

SKILLS DEVELOPtfEn & TESTING

I, Organic Vigor

A. Strenhs

(1) Leg

1. Ability to do standing broad jump one's
height plus 3 inches.

2. Ability to climb rope to height of 5 ft.
at reach of extended arms using arms and
legs.

3. Ability to perform a running broad jump.

(2) Arm and Shoulder Girdle

4. Ability to do 20 modified p41-ups.
5. Ability to do 20 bench push-ups.
6. Ability to climb rope to height of 5 ft.

starting at reach of extended arms using
arms and legs.

(3) Abdominal

7. Ability to do 20 curl-ups.
8. Or ability to do 25 sit-ups.

(4) Back

9. Upper back (Kraus test) raise legs and hold 10".
10. :Lower back (Kraus test) raise legs and hold 10".

B. Endurance

U. Ability to do 20 squat jumps.
12. Ability to jump rope 50 steps without ceasing.
13. Ability to do 600 yard walk-run in 3 minutes

45 seconds.

C. Speed

14. Ability to do 30 yard dash in 5.5 seconds.

II. Ne uscular SkillHand-eye Coordination

A. 15. Ability to throw a soccer ball and hit a
fixed tire from a distance of 15'.

16. Ability to hit a moving target (child running
. or dodging) with a soccer ball thrown from a

distance of 10' at least 1 out of 3 times.
17. Ability to catch a soccer ball thrown from a

distance of 15' at least 1 out of 2 times.
18. Ability to bowl a soccer ball down a 6' lane

at a distance of 15'.
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19. Ability to throw a softball underhanded accurately
through a tire 15' away using only one hand.

17:

20. Ability to bounce a soccer ball to music with a
2/4, 4/4, cp.3/4 rhythm. .

21.. Ability' to volley s ball 5 timpe !kr succession
againet a wall.

B. Foot-Eye Coordination

22. Ability to kick a stationary soccer ball 14 ft.
23. Ability to kick a, rolling ball 4 out of 5 times.
24. Ability to jump rope 15 times without missing.
25. Ability to run in and jump rope 12 times without

missing and run out.
26. Ability to jump on object the height of the

individual.
27. Abilaxy to block with lege or body a soccer ball

thrown from approxiamtely 15' at least 3 out of
5 times.

28. Ability to jump over scores of objects 3' high.

C. Flexibility .

.

29. Ability to do 2 forward rolls and 2 backward
tulle and recover to feet.

D. Rhythms

30. Ability to skip with one or more children with good
spring in rhythm to music in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 time.

31. Ability t, change direction with the. musical phrase
-skipping or walking; forward, tackward, in circles
or at an angle.

32. Ability to slide with one or more children in
rhythm to music.. _ ,

33. Ability to do rhythmic activities in specific
patterns. a. to walk forward 4 steps and
backward 4 Asps. b. to, do right hand round,
left handround, both hands round, and grand
right and left while performing basic figures
of American play party games and dances.
o. to walk, skip, slide in: circle formation,
clockwise, counterclockwise; with partners, side
by side, face to face.

34. To respond accurately to 8 count phrases.
35. To hop 4 hope on one foot and 4 hops on the other,

and continue alternating from one foot to another.

E. Balance

36. Ability to hop alternately on right and left
foot 10 times.

37. Ability to walk a balance beam forward and
turn around and return.

38. Ability to run or skip and change directions.
39. Ability to do stork stand for 12 seconds.
4n. Ability to do standingOtoad jump without

losing balance.
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F. Agility

41. Ability to dodge'noving objects.

42. Ability to run and change directions as
in the ehuttle run.

III. Social

43. Playing group activities without fighting
and arguing.

44. Planning group activities.
45. Ability and desire to carry through to

completion a group act.
46. Accepting success or failure.

47. Being loyal to a team.
48. Cooperating.

49. Using good English at play.
50. Showing determination to succeed in activity.
51. Being honest in keeping a score.

52. Admitting when tagged or when an out is made.
53. Accepting res-eonsibility.

54. Being a leader as well as having a willing-
ness to follow.

55. Following directions and abiding by the rules
of the game.

5b. Showing respect for care of the equipment.

IV. Recreational Skills

57. Learn the difference between clockwise and
counterclockwise.

58. Moving with a partner--leading and following.

59. To grow in ability to create pimple dance forms;
create one'e ohm rhythms for leisure time.'

60. To know ho:' to use climbing apparatus for climbing
and a low horizontal bar for rotating the body
around the bar in forward motion.

61. Ability to perform simple stunts.
62. Ability to play ample group games to be used

in every day play as: line soccer, newcomb, and
single dodge ball.
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Pull-ups
(Limit 40)

-----____--__-

Modified
Push-ups

(Limit 40)
--

----

Curl-ups
(Limit 40)

Standing
Br4ad
Jump

(Best of 2)

Height in
Rope Climb-
ing(to 10')

Shuttle Run
(time)

(Best of 2)

30 Yard Dash-----
(time)

Squat
Jump
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